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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 A.c. applications of superconductors
The present application of superconductors is mainly focussed on the d.c.

devices. The absence of losses makes it possible to design superconducting
devices which can compete with conventional devices. A feature of a.c. devices,
however, is the presence of heat generation. For this reason they have never
been widely adopted. The feasibility of superconductors for a.c. use therefore
depends on a succesful reduction of their losses. Especially in the research
programs of transformers [13 and generators [23 is a.c. loss reduction essential
in order to compete with conventional systems.

Apart from efficiency considerations the demand for large field amplitudes is
a stimulation for investigating the nature of a.c. losses. In this case the
losses limit the ultimate achievement of the device. An example of this category
is the set of poloidal coils in a TOKAMAK fusion installation [3].

In our laboratory small a.c. coils have been developed for various purposes.
An example is described in the case of the research projects of this thesis
(chapter 7). Also an a.c. coil of 1 T and 10 Hz has been built for a magnetically
activated switch [4].

Another category of a.c. applications is the group of devices in which par-
ticular properties of superconductivity are used. Examples are the superconduc-
ting switch, the flux pump [53 and the fault-current limiters [63. In these cases
the achievement and efficiency can depend on the a.c. loss production during
operation.

In addition to a.c. losses other aspects require investigation before an a.c.
device can be designed and constructed, for example problems on reliability have
to be solved. This often conflicts with the requirement of loss reduction; this
will be illustrated in chapter 5. Furthermore, as efficiency considerations play
a role, in conjunctionwith the investigations on a.c. losses and reliability,
the research on the efficiency of helium liquifiers is of importance for a.c.
applications.

The roots of a.c. devices are found in the d.c. application. Some examples of
the close relation are illustrative. Firstly the loading and unloading of a d.c.
magnet are actual a.c. phenomena. Dissipation and the corresponding current
distributions occur. Secondly the exposure of a d.c. magnet to a small a.c.
field, transversely [73 as well as longitudinally [83, has been the subject of
study.



During the time that the a.c. application became more important, the descrip-
tion of the losses was focussed on the transverse a.c. field contribution [9].
The main reason is that this type of losses exceeded other contributions due to
a.c. transport currents by an order of magnitude. However, phenomena which are
related to the transport current distribution inside the superconducting wire,
make the investigation of a.c. losses caused by the transport current important
in order to obtain a.c. devices which are designed optimally with respect to the
considerations of stability.

Also the loss contribution of the a.c. transport current will become more im-
portant compared with that of the a.c. transverse field if the latter contribu-
tion is reduced in future wire designs. This is dealt with in this thesis.

1.2 The state of current research on a.c. losses
Recent research is concentrated on the multifilamentary wire. This type of

wire is the result of investigations over a periode of two decades. The prede-
cessor, the single-core wire, lost the competition in favour of the multifila-
mentary wire because the latter showed better stabilization and smaller losses
than the single-core wire. These phenomena have been studied before in the case
of an applied external a.c. field only by magnetization experiments CIO]. Al-
though the current is introduced in some cases as a possible measure for the
stability, it has not been an extensive subject of study itself. A side branch
of this type of research, namely the measurement of the d.c. current losses in
applied a.c. fields has been carried out by Ogasawara [11] and Irie [12].

A complete review of publications on the transport current losses can hardly
be achieved. The investigation on this subject is spread over many programs and
is often regarded as an adventitious case. Therefore a short survey of literature
is limited here to publications which are mainly devoted to our subject.

In 1962 London [13] derived an analytical solution for the a.c. loss of a
current-carrying single-core conductor. The derivation is based on the Bean
model. This model is not valid if low-magnetic fields are involved. The lack of
determination techniques of the expression for small fields gave rise to large
discrepancies between theoretical and experimental values [14], but nevertheless
this relation has been used in most relevant cases.

In 1972 Wilson [15] published a review on aspects for an optimal wire design.
This work includes the stability and loss effects which are dominated by the
transport current. Wilson calls these proposed effects hypothetical. Attempts to
verify the proposed models failed due to insufficient experimental equipment.



Referring to this work Duchateau and Tiirck [16] described the importance of
the current distribution inside a multifilamfinary wire for the stability of the
wire in 1974. Their theoretical results have not been combined with experimental
data.

On the stability phenomenon, related with the a.c. transport current, results
of calculations on wires with stabilizing material were published by Duchateau
et al. [17J. In Veringa's thesis [18] analytical calculations on the self-field
stability have been given. Experimental verification of this item is not given.

Measurements on the scale of a research program on a.c. losses caused by an
a.c. transport current in a pure superconductor of Nbl%Zr have been carried out
by Fournet et al. [19]. Parallel to our experiments Asdente et al. [20] worked
on the transport current losses with a d.c. background field. Relevant results
will be compared and discussed in the corresponding chapters of this thesis.

Although the relvance of the subject is recognized in literature no suffi-
cient elaboration has yet been achieved. Both theoretical and experimental
obstacles can be tackled presently. Numerical techniques help to develop the
theory. The compute- acts as a measuring device which considerably increases the
sensitivity of the measurements. Remaining technical problems, like the current
ripple of the energizing supply mentioned by Wilson [15], can be solved by a
set-up described in chapter 3. The results of the combination of these items is
the basis of this thesis.

1.3 Relevance of the investigation on a.c. transport current losses
The research on transport current losses as a supplement of the research on

a.c. field losses provides us with the opportunity to verify models on the trans-
port current distribution inside a superconducting wire. The magnitude of the
losses, namely, is determined by the current distribution as a function of time.
Tf:e current distribution, if far from uniform, gives rise to unstable behaviour.
This type of instability is called self-field instability and limits the current
amplitude. It is also an important factor for the reliability of the a.c. device.

An improvement of the stability by means of stabilizing normal material
generally causes a considerable increase in the losses. It is shown in this
thesis that an increase of the losses also appears in the case of an a.c. trans-
port current and that this gives rise to a temperature increase. A consequence
of the dependence of the critical current density on the temperature, is that
this temperature increase causes a reduction of the maximum obtainable current.



This is demonstrated in chapter 5 by experiments.
The rather complex situation requires a wel1-structured mdel to describe the

current distribution as a function of time. The investigation of the a.c. trans-
port current losses, also called self-field losses, is a good starting point.
Transport current loss measurements are of increasing importance for design
purposes. Up to the present, a.c. field losses dominate the state of wire de-
velopment. It is expected that the a.c. transport current loss can become a
relevant design objective.

Design considerations, apart from efficiency objectives, include the removal
of produced heat e.g. with heat drains. In these heat drains eddy current losses
are produced. This drainage has to be considered carefully because the
temperature increase affects the maximum obtainable current and therefore the
achievement of the a.c. device.

Apart from design purposes the development of loss measurement techniques has
commercial interest. An experiment may be called efficient if only a few metres
of test wire are required. A high accuracy and well-defined test conditions are
therefore necessary. Two competitive methods are available, namely, the caloric
method called the helium "boil-off" method and the Pcynting-vectcr method. This
thesis particular emphasizes the Poynting-vector method because direct detection
of the electrical quantities gives more information than the loss numbers from
the caloric method.

1.4 Set-up of the thesis
After a description of some basic concepts of superconductivity and the

applied wire types, in chapter 2, the basic measuring technique is dealt with
in chapters. In the following four chapters 4,5,6 and 7 the performed measurements
are given. In each chapter the modification of the measuring technique will be
explained. Furthermore the prior interest of this thesis is the theoretical des-
cription and the agreement between theory and experiment. In chapters 4,6 and 7
attention to various external field conditions is given. Chapter 5 deals with
the self-field instability. In this chapter the addition of an external
changing field is not included. Such an intervenient investigation is not inclu-
ded in this thesis. However, there is no doubt about its importance.

In chapter 4 a special section (4.3) is concerned with new methods to deter-
mine the dependence of j on B for B values smaller than the maximum field
inside a wire under self-field conditions. The j_(B) relation in this region has
to be known in order to verify loss theories. Conventional techniques where j



is assumed to be constant over the cross-section have been developed for field
magnitudes higher than 1 T. In our self-field range up to 0.3 T this method does
not apply.

Apart trom theoretical considerations, measurements have been performed on
types of wire which are less conventional. Our intention is to contribute to the
search for a type of wire with both low losses and a good stabilization under
self-field conditions.

The evaluation and conclusions will concentrate on the developed measuring
techniques both of the losses and the j_(B) relation, significant contributions
to the theoretical verification and the proposed alternative wire configuration.

\



CHAPTER 2

BASIC CONCEPTS

2.1 Critical current density
The theory to explain the phenomenon of the critical current density has

already been described in literature [21]. A model has been formulated by Bean
[22] and London [13] forthemacoscopical description of a.c. losses and the
involved current-carrying behaviour in type II superconductors. Contemporary tech-
nical superconductors are mostly of type II. This type carries current in the
bulk of the superconductor. The model mentioned above called the Critical State
Model, assumes that at a position inside the wire a macroscopic current density
equal to -j , zero or +j exists if the temperature is considered constant. An
extension with a surface screening current has been proposed [23] and investi-
gated [24]. This surface current is of minor importance and will be disregarded
if not mentioned. This is possible because the presence of normal material in
technical superconducting wire reduces the magnitude. Experimental evidence for
this statement is given in section 4.3. Currents due to the so-called flux-flow
contribution are also disregarded. This type of current is comparable with the
contribution of the current in the normal material in the wire. A distinction
between these current types is not possible. The Critical State Model has been
shown to be very reliable and no excessive deviations have been reported. There-
fore it can be considered as a solid base for the theoretical description of the
measurements.

In the London-Bèan model the parameter j is taken as constant. It is known
from general superconducting theories that j depends on the local magnetic in-
duction ana the local temperature: j = j (B,T). A grafical representation is
given in figure 2.1. Especially at low magnetic fields large deviations from the
London-Bean model may be expected. In the various chapters on the a.c. losses
the dependence of j on B is included and in the chapter on the maximum obtain-
able current amplitude a generally accepted linear dependence of j on T is
introduced. Both adjustments are proposed and performed in order to obtain
agreement between theoretical and experimental values.

Apart from these B and T parameters, j can depend on the position inside the
wire. This can be caused by the processing technique of the wire. It. is investi-
gated in a single case but mostly an adjustment of this kind is not significant.

Attention is directed at the three options of the Jc, being - j c > zero and +j .
If the superconductor is turned into the superconducting state by cooling below

!
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Fig. 2.1 Phese diagram of a NbTi superconductor.

the critical temperature, j"c is zero at all positions inside the conductor. If
a current or a field is applied an electric field is generated. The direction of
J C is the same as that of the electric field. The power loss is equal to ƒ" .t.
After the change in current or field is stopped j remains the same although t
becomes zero again. This gives the superconductor a historical dependent character.
A persistent current has no loss because we have t = 0.

2.2 Current distribution in a supsrconductor and a normal conductor
The Maxwell equations of the time-dependent magnetic field in the applied fre-

quency range can be reduced to:

7 X B =

3R
—
3t

(2.1)

(2.2)



In the case of type II superconductors, the formulation of the constitutive
equation is given by the Critical State Model:

j - ± JC(B,T)

or J = j -J- <2-3>
J - 0 1*1

In both formulations the sign or direction is determined by the electro magnetic
history of the superconductor as described in the previous section.

If we assume a slab approximation we find from 2.1 and 2.2:

\

3EZ 3B^

In the case of transport currents in round wires cylindrical coordinates are More

convenient: .

1 a r Be E, \

7 T T = u° Jc TTJ <2'6)

!fz = *Je Z
 {27)

If the cylindrical geometry is not present the problem evidently becomes more
complicated.

For an illustration of the current distribution in this section the semi-in-
finite slab is used, situated at x > 0 . It is remarkable that in this case no
distinction can be shown between an applied field or current. In the following
chapters this distinction between applied current and field is also less strin-
gent.

In figure 2.2 an external field has been increased from zero to a certain
value, which can be defined as the amplitude. Inside the sunerconductor the field
decreases with increasing x according to equation 2.4.

In the following figure 2.3 the external field is decreased and j changes
direction. Equation 2.4 still holds.

In the next figure 2.4 the external field is again decreased, but only in-
finitesimal l.y. The electric field at a certain position x in the slab can be \'
found according to equation 2.5. .J
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Fig. 2.2 Field and current distribution in a semi-infinite superconductor.
Ba: 0-*Ba.
a a

fBa

"Je'

Fig. 2.3 Field and current distribution in a semi-infinite superconductor.
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Fig. 2.4 Field and current distribution in a semi-infinite superconductor.

As j c and E can be found by the above-mentioned method the loss per cycle per
unit of area can be calculated by:

Q = |o |o Jc(x,t) E(x,t) dx dt (2.8)

For normal materials the constitutive equation is given by Ohm's law:

}= at (2.9)

For complicated wire configurations, like a collection of superconductors embed-
ded in normal material, a is transformed into a macroscopic effective a. In the
described experiments it is shown that it is possible to suffice with a dominant
component, namely o^ , if the electric field is mainly perpendicular to the
filaments.

In some cases the electric field is dominated by the superconductor behaviour
as previously described in this section. The current density in normal material
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will be relatively small. In this case the loss contribution of the normal mate-
rial can be assumed as additive to the superconductive loss. In other situations
we are forced to deal with numerical methods in order to obtain the current dis-
tribution and the losses with the boundary conditions dictated by the supercon-
ductor behaviour.

2.3 Loss parameters
We distinguish three categories of parameters which affect the losses.
The first category, the current and magnetic field as a function of dir-

ection and time, deals with the various methods of application of the supercon-
ducting wire. These parameters are the basis of chapters 4, 6 and 7 as described
in section 1.4, because they provide easily changeable variables. It is more
difficult to change the second category, namely the composite materials in the
wire and the third category, namely the lay-out of the wire because of the large
costs of production.

2.3.1 Current_and_magnetic_field_as_a_fu^
In figure 2.5 a schematic review on the research programs on superconducting

losses is shown. The investigations presented in this thesis are also included.

r
N>

Fig. 2.5 Diagram of externally applicable variables as presented in this thesis
and literature (Lj [643, L2 [11, 12J and L3 [72, 73, 74]). Numbers 4,5,
6,7 refer to the appropriate chapters.
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A typical feature for the experiments of this thesis is that zero current and
zero field are included. This means that attention must be paid to the behaviour
of j near zero field.

In practice the transverse field direction usually appears more often than
the longitudinal field direction. Therefore attention is focussed on this trans-
verse field direction although in chapter 6 the peculiar influence of a longitu-
dinal d.c. field is reported.

The results of the investigations in the given scheme provide information
about how to optimize a wire with respect to the losses. Also this work provides
a tool for loss reduction. Optimalization for a current application can, and
mostly does, conflict with that of a field application. Therefore only with the
greatest prudence may conclusions be employed to support a given practical case. IV

Two types of current shapes versus time have been examined: a sinusoidal and
a trapezoidal ramp current shape. As the superconducting losses are of the
hysteresis type and therefore independent of the current shape, only loss
contribution of the normal material is influenced by the shape in time.
Sinusoidal currents are supplied for the relevant cases where a normal contribu-
tion is present. The trapezoidal ramp current is very useful for the investiga-
tion of the superconductor behaviour. This will be demonstrated in section 4.3
where a developed method as a part of the program to determine the dependence of
j on B for relatively small B values is described.

2.3.2 CgmBgsite_matgrials_gf_the_test_wires
The investigated wires are built of NbTi superconductors. A review of the test

wires is given in table 1. Only in an exceptional case was NbZr wire used. The NbZr
type is almost superseded by the NbTi type in practice. Due to research for
higher critical data, NbTi has a "competitor"inNb3Sn and other A-15 materials.
The derived theories in this thesis are also applicable to this type because the
properties are represented by j (B,T) only. A collection of data is presented in
the previously mentioned figure 2.1. Detailed information on various NbTi compo-
sites can be found in literature [25].

Most superconducting wires also have normal materials in their composition.
Generally it acts as stabilisor and/or as fixation of a collection of supercon-
ductors. The processing technique always requires the presence of an outer layer
of normal material. If a highly conductive layer is desired, Cu and Al are mostly
used having a conductivity of approximately l O ^ ^ m ) * 1 at zero field
Cu and Al alloys are used as low conductive materials. Wires with CuNi have been j
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Table 1. Various superconducting wires used in the experiments.

0.

1

2

3

4

5

Supplier

IMI

MCA

MCA

MCA

MCA

Sc.

NbTi

NbTi

NbTi

NbTi

NbTi

Matrix

Cu

Al

Cu

Al/Al**

CuNi

wire

Cum]

500

450

635

860

127

Nfil

1

1

367

54

114

Dfil

[urn]

250

225*

27

87

8

n

0.25

0.75

0.44

0.38

0.44

IMI NbTi CuNi 250 402 10 0.68

MCA NbTi CuNi 300 574 0.48

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

MCA

Supercon

MCA

Ai rco

Supercon

MCA

MCA

MCA

MCA

MCA

MCA

NbTi

NbZr

NbTi

NbTi

NbTi

NbTi

NbTi

NbTi

NbTi

NbTi

NbTi

CuNi

CuNi

CuNi

Cu/CuNi***

CuNi

CuNi

CuNi

CuNi

CuNi

CuNi

CuNi

351

305

120

200

208

381

178

114

89

76

200

114

18

1

10285

354

61

61

61

61

61

114

22

50

90

1

7

32

15

10

8

6

13

0.44

0.50

0.56

0.27

0.40

0.44

0.44

0.44

a 44

0.44

a 44

Diameter of normal core inside superconducting tube

Ratio of the Al-inner core to the superconducting filament tube is 0.44

Cufli barriers of 0.18 \>m
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developed for switch purposes [26J. The conductivity is approximately 5.107 (firn)"'.

If a superconducting switch is open the relatively high resistance of the CuNi

gives a high barrier resistance. The CuNi addition can also be chosen to reduce

the additional losses caused by the normal material as will be demonstrated in this

work. The stability leaves much to be desired as will also be dealt with later

in chapter 5.

2.3.3 Lay-out of_the_test_wires

Attention is paid to the lay-out as a means to reduce losses. We distinguish

three types of wires: the single-core wire, the multifilamentary wire and the

cabled wire. The latter type of wire was not investigated i:i this work, but

attention to this type has been paid in related research programs in our labora-

tory £27]. The single-core wire is pure superconducting wire mostly surrounded

by a layer of normal material. This layer can easily be removed by etching. The

mul tifilamentary wire is a wire with a collection of superconducting cores,

called filaments, embedded in a matrix of normal material. The filaments are

usually twisted. The losses of the filaments in a transverse a.c. field can be

considerably reduced in this way, although losses in the matrix appear. Small

twist pitches and barriers of resistive material in the matrix diminish this con-

tribution.

Wagner C28j proposed to use a low conductive material for the matrix and to

put a core of highly conductive material inside the filaments as can be seen in

figure 4.25.This type of wire is investigated for its current-carrying behaviour

in this work. Wagner's suggestion is the basis of an idea worked out in our

laboratory to place a core of highly conductive material inside a single-tube

superconductor. This will be dealt with in chapter 4.

A typical cabled wire that is of interestfor this work, is the braid. A braid

is a cable in which every wire, called a strand, is situated in such a way that

there is no distinction between the strands with respect to the acting magnetic

fields. Looking ahead to chapter 4 the braided cable has the advantage of a uni-

form current distribution. Twisted cables have in general no uniform distribution,

which is undesirable.

Most wires have a circular cross-section. For some practical purposes rectan-

gular shapes are used. The loss description is considerably complex in this case

but the loss behaviour is not substantially affected by this change of the confi-

guration in external fields [29J. It has not been the subject of study in this

work.
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In many cases the shape of the filaments and that of the filament zone are
not circular because of demands of the technique of production. If this fact is
not included in the theoretical description it can gi^e rise to discrepancies
between theory and experiment.

The manufacturing procedure» especially due to commercial considerations, has
restrictions for the optimalization of the loss behaviour. This process consists
of the assembling of the various parts into a billet which is extruded giving a
reduction of 'the diameter by a factor ten. Furthermore the wire is drawn in
several stages until the final diameter is achieved. Meanwhile heat treatments
and deformation determine the future critical current density. A balanced
process is required and therefore every arbitrary lay-out is not acceptable.
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CHAPTER 3

MEASURING METHODS OF THE A.C. TRANSPORT CURRENT LOSSES

3.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the detection of the a.c. transport current losses.

When other loss sources are present, e.g. an externally applied a.c. field, an
appropriate loss detection method is required, which is described in the corre-
sponding chapter 7.

Although a caloric method can have the same accuracy, an electric method
has been chosen in this thesis, which is based on the Poynting-vector integral.
The latter method is faster and provides more information when the longitudinal
electric field is recorded. In the case of calibration purposes the boil-off
method is used.

Two methods are described for the determination of the losses. Both the phase-
sensitive detector (section 3.3) and the computer method (section 3.4) possess
enough sensitivity for the desired purpose of loss detection. In the range of
application the accuracy has a comparable value for both methods. The choice of
application of both methods depends primarily on the test situation.

If a continuous determination of the loss is desired whilst current is
applied, a variable external factor for the P.SD. is preferred. However, when
several signals have to be detected simultaneously or if the longitudinal elec-
tric field has to be known as a function of time,the computer method is used.

3.2 General test configuration
The main idea is to obtain the longitudinal voltage across a superconductive

wire during a.c. current operation. For this purpose an a.c. current is induced
in a closed loop of the test wire. Direct steering is less preferable because the
current magnitude often exceeds the conventionally suppliable currents. In figure
3.1 a detailed outline is shown of the test configuration in the case of sinusoi-
dal applied currents.

A phase sensitive lock-in amplifier (PAR TM model 124) possessing a sinus
function generator, drives a power amplifier (Amcron M600) with a maximum output
of 100 V - 25 A. Before the current enters the helium cryostate (4.2 K) some
precautions have to be taken. Firstly a resistor of approximately 4 n has to
be included for a better impedance adjustment. Secondly the power amplifier
should also be protected, by means of a crowbar, against a possible overvoltage
due to quenches of the primary coil (an electric cut-out device).
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Fig. 3.1 Test set-up with phase-sensitive detector.

The capacitor, included in figure 3.1, is only required to provide higher
voltages than 100 V for high frequencies.

Inside the cryostate the current is fed to the primary coil. This coil con-
sists of 1840 windings in 10 layers. The mean diameter is 62 mm and the width
30 mm. The wire used is a superconductor (no 5 of table 1). The small filaments
and the low-conductive matrix keep the losses low, preventing undesired helium
boil-off. The self-inductance of the primary coil is 125 mH. The self-inductance
of the secundary loop is in the order of magnitude of 100 nH. The coupling co-
efficient is approximately 0.6, which is reasonable for this type of air-core
transformer. The current ratio has the usual value of 400. An interesting
feature is the resistance of the secundary loop. The loop is closed by a normal
joint. Good results with respect to the resistance are achieved by pressing the
two extremities of the loop between copper blocks (3x2x50 mm3) and soldering
them together with Pb60Sn [30]. Measured resistances using a current decay tech-
nique give R = 10"9 10"8 fiforCu matrix wires and R = 10"8 10-7 a for CuNi

matrix wires. At low frequencies the losses in the superconductor and the fre-



quency dependent losses in the joint are negligible. A limiting lower frequency
of 1 Hz exists due to the current decay in the loop.

There is no objection to the use of high frequencies because the loss power
of the superconductor is usually proportional to the frequency and the a.c.
losses of the joint to /f so the current decay can be neglected.

Another reason for not employing the frequency range below 1 Hz in the case of
multifilamentary wires is the presence of end effects.

Anticipating following sections, the self-field effect" in the environment of
the joint [31] will not be complete. In the case of CuNi matrix wires the length
between joint and voltage terminal has to be at least 50 mm.

A related problem is the necessity of preventing any external field on the
wire that would effect the current distribution between the voltage terminals.
Bifilar wires do not obey this demand. The field of the return wire influences "\
the current distribution due to the External-Field Effect (discussed in chapter
7) and therefore the losses. In our case we chose a relatively small length for
the test wire. The part between the voltage terminals is straight and is kept
away from the primary coil and the return lead so that the local stray field can
be neglected.

The potential terminals are soldered to the test wire. The superconducting
properties of the solder require special care to avoid additional loss. This can
be achieved by reducing the amount of solder as much as possible. A similiar kind
of complication occurs if the potential wire consists of highly conductive mate-
rial, like copper is. Losses introduced in this voltage wire would add to the re-
searched loss. Therefore a resistant NiCr wire of f> 0.1 mm with 54 a/m is used.
A consequence, however, is that every undesired current through this voltage ter-
minal wire causes a detected voltage. Such e current is quite possible. An example
is the current due to a capacitive coupling between the primary coil and the
secundary loop. In order to avoid such voltages the relevant potential lead, the
one that is connected to earth is made of copper, while the NiCr wire which is in
close contact with the test wire is connected to the preamplifier, which has an
impendance of 100 fte.

By reducing the area between test wire and potential wire, the inductive com-
ponent decreases but is still present. A common compensation technique is to
subtract part of the Rogowski pick-up voltage from the loss potential. The use
of a preamplifier in the phase sensitive detector provides such an option. In-
accuracies due to phase shifts [32j arise. In order to increase the accuracy»
compensation is chosen as close as possible to the source of the inductive
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Fig. 3.2 Configuration to compensate the inductive component of the response
caused by the intersection of the area between test and potential wires
by the self-field.

component. This is illustrated in figure 3.2. Compensation in a second degree
with the Rogowski pick-up voltage is now less stringent. Finally, if the compen-
sation is almost complete the phase setting is also less dominant.

The above-mentioned Rogowski pick-up coil is in the first place used for
measuring the current because a shunt is not desirable. Not only the value but also
the phase of the current is determined by means of this coil. In the
case of harmonic waveforms the pick-up signal is easily transformed into the
current value we want to detect. Other current shapes require integration of the
signal.

The leads from the sensors to the amplifiers consist of twisted copper wires
of 0 0.1 mm. Coaxial cables, although suitable for reducing the noise level, are
unreliable when the leads are exposed to large stray fields. The usual presence
of superconductive solder on the cables does not guarantee the desired.operation,
for incomplete screening may occur due to B,. being exceeded.

Finally the test wire is located on a glass-fibre epoxy impregnated board to
prevent stresses due to a difference in thermal contraction of test wire and

i



board. The wire is fixed with an epoxy resin to prevent movement, which is a
possible additive loss source, however this is less important when no external
fields are present.

3.2 Phase-sensitive detection
Two ways of obtaining the loss number have been performed. The first method is

based on phase-sensitive detection, the second on sampling and recording the
signals. The latter method will be described in the next section.

The loss per cycle can be obtained from:

Q = f f t x ÏÏ.n dS dt (3.1)
o s

Assuming a homogeneous, isotropic circular wire, E and H are independent of their
position at the surface.
Equation 3.1 becomes:

Q = ( f Ez.H9dS dt (3.2)

As E = V/l and H = I/2irR we deduce:
Z O

Q = f V.I dt (3.3)

At both cross-sections where Jie voltage terminals are connected, txtf.n = 0 holds
and therefore no contribution to the losses, because of an electromagnetic energy
flow through these surfaces, has to be considered. The potential waveform is
rather unconventional in the case of superconductors due to a discontinuity.

For a pure superconductor the voltage is zero at maximum current. This is con-
sistent with the fact that a superconductor is without loss under d.c. conditions.
Before phase sensitive detection is performed a band-pass filter (q-10) is re-
quired. A Fourier transformation of the voltage for the relevant components with
the same phase as the current yields:

V = ZL V cosn «t (3.4)
n=0 n '

taking into account that:

I = I COSÜ) t (3.5)
!
I
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Substitution of (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.3) gives:

(3.6)

A helium boil-off experiment to confirm this set-up showed an agreement within
5%. The choice of q turned out to have no significant relevance. If the filter is
not used errors of 3% can be observed. The higher harmonics in the voltage can be
regarded as not dominant.

A similar method has been applied before [24] in the case of magnetization
experiments on slabs. Other techniques to obtain the mean power in a similiar way
have been performed by multiplying the voltage by the current in a direct way
(e.g. Hall multiplication £33]).

3.3 Sampling and recording
Recent attempts have been made to record the voltage waveform in a convenient

way. The main objective is to obtain more information about the superconductor
behaviour and the relevant parameters. A method previously performed is to regi-
ster the signal on an oscilloscope or a time writer [19]. Here analogous inte-
gration is required.

Computer methods which are gaining ground, make it possible to record the sig-
nal and perform the integration afterwards.

One way of investigating superconductors [34] is to use trapezoidal current
shapes, because the signal is proportional to the current rate, which is now a
constant; The test set-up for this configuration is given in figure 3.3.

The specially chosen voltage shape to control the system is generated by the
computer itself. The signal, fed to the power amplifier, consists of a block
superimposed on a trapezium (figure 3.4). This signal waveform is required be-
cause the load impedance is formed by an L-R combination.

On account of the fact that the signal is generated by steps, the height of
every step is chosen to be only 1% of the height of the block. This results in an
error of less than 1% in the loss voltage signal because this signal is nearly
always proportional to the height of the block, which determines the current rate.
When the computer is provided with the L-R time constant, it calculates the ratio
block-trapezium. A small adjustment by means of a variable resistance is often
necessary because of the limitation due to the quantization of the generated
signal.
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LSI

Fig. 3.3 Computerized test set-up.

Fig. 3.4 Voltage required to obtain a trapezoidal ramp current in an L-R circuit.
It consists of e trapezoidal ramp superimposed on a block-shaped voltage.
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The sample time is chosen to be 200 us. In the usual frequency range in the
vicinity of 50 Hz the minimum sample number is 50. Th= number of periods that
can be recorded without the necessity of interim averaging is about 100, which
was shown to be satisfactory in the cases dealt with.

The accuracy of this set-up can compete with that of the lock-in amplifier
because more cycles can be recorded to improve the signal-noise ratio. In a
comparison of the two methods, the differences are found to be in the order of
the measurement error (2 %).



CHAPTER 4

SELF-FIELD LOSSES

4.1 Introduction and summary

Three types of wires will be discussed in this chapter: the single-core wire,
the multifilamentary wire with a low-conductive matrix and the multifilamentary
wire with a highly conductive matrix.

At present the single-core wire is generally not applied, however for theoreti-
cal understanding it is important because of its simple geometry. In this chapter
a subdivision is made for the single-core wire: the pure superconductor, the wire
with a highly conductive layer and the wire with a highly conductive core inside
a superconductive tube.

The use of normal material achieves an increase in the stability. This pheno-
menon will be dealt with in chapter 5. The various loss contributions will be
described in the following sections on the basis of experiments performed in our N
laboratory and theoretical considerations developed at our institute.

The role of the critical current density j is illustrated. The importance of '
this parameter made it interesting to develop a new method to determine it more
accurately (section 4.3). The commonly used methods so far are unreliable in the
low-field range. \

The theory which was developed for the single-core wire has been extended to
the multifilamentary wire. This is possible because of the occurence of the so-
called Self-Field Effect. Irregularities, especially in the first layer of fila-
ments require special attention (section 4.6)

If the wire is twisted a loss-free contribution to the current exists (section
4.6). Only in the case of small twist pitches is this loss-free contribution
relevant. Presently commercially available wires generally have relatively large
twist pitches but it is expected that these will be reduced in future types of
wire.

When a d.c. current is superimposed on the a.c. current, a minimum in the
losses versus the d.c. current occurs (section 4.6).

In the case of multifilamentary wires an addition of highly conductive matrix
material improves the stability. Losses occur because of eddy currents in the
matrix (section 4.7). It has been possible to determine an overall conductivity.
This parameter can also be of great help in calculating the losses when an exter-
nal field is applied.

J
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Also in the case of mul ̂ 'filamentary wires it is possible to introduce a core
of nigiily conductive rrtaterial inside the filaments for stabilization. Self-fieid
loss results of such wires will be presented.

4.2 Single-core wire

4.2.1 Loss_theory_of_the_gür§__sugerconductor

The current distribution is important for the determination of the self-field
losses. The current flows in a region near the surface as discussed in the sec-
tion on the Critical State Model (section 2.2). We assume that the current is
periodic in time and that j is independent of B and r. In figure 4.1 the start

J2

ro

J2

"Je

Jc

Jc -Jc

I(R,t)=4.TT.[2rh
2(t)-R2-r0

2]

Fig. 4.1 The current distribution of a pure superconductor with radius R at
various times.

at the current amplitude I and the end at -I are shown. An intermediate situation
is also presented. The current amplitude is defined by:

I = nj c (R
2 - r0

2) (4.1)

ro is indicated in the figure. For radii smaller than r0 no current penetrates
the wire. When r0 is zero the wire is completely filled with current, which means



that the critical current is flowing. It is defined by:

Ic = *JCR
2 (4-2)

The current as a function of time for half a period is given by:

I(R,t) = nQ OR* - r0
2 + 2rh

2(t)3 (4.3)

The dependence on R denotes that the relevant current is flowing inside a tube
with radius R. Starting from the current amplitude I, r. (t) starts at R and moves
inside the wire until r0 is reached. The pattern described in figure 4.1 is re-
lated to only half a cycle. The following half cycle **. (t) again starts at R and
ends at r0. The initial situation is thus restored.

By making use of the Poynting vector the losses can be obtained by:

Q = (T [ t x t . i t dt (4.4)
Jo Js

Indices will be omitted because the relevant components are only E_, H.s j_. For
i. a Z.

H inside the wire:

H(r.t) = ̂ $$- (4.5)

At the surface of the wire R is substituted for r. As I(R,t) is known the loss
integral can be evaluated.
In order to obtain E(R,t) we apply the relation:

3E(r,t) _ 3H(r,t) ,, 6,

A rearrangement according to (4.5) gives:

aE(r.t) _ 3l(r,t) ,, 7,
3r ~ Vo ( 4 7 )

Taking into account that E = 0 for »" ̂ i*h and that dl(r,t)/dt does not depend on
r for r > r. integration yields:

E(r,t) = }£ *l<£gl In (f) (rh<r<R) (4.8)
h

i



Substituting R for r and a rearrangement of (4.3) for r. we obtain:

E(R.t) . -^. «iS^L in [ 1 - ( l y i M l ) ] (4.9)

Now the execution of the loss integral (4.4) is possible. The loss per cycle per

unit of length is:

j 2 - -

i ^ > T n <*- T-> + r " i{T)Z 3 (4*10)c *c c c

This expression was given before by London [13] who derived it from magnetization

considerations. An approximation for a small I/Ic» called slab approximation, gives: <

Q(ï) - ft Ic
2 ( T - ) 3 (4-11)

Substituting (4.2) this solution becomes:

^ (4.12)

Me can conclude that if we increase and decrease the transport current contin-

uously, the loss per cycle is independent of the time behaviour of the current; a

halt at any time may be included. As a consequence the loss power is proportional

to the frequency. The loss behaviour is of the hysteretic type.

When I has a given value a reduction of the self-field losses can be obtained

by increasing j and R. The latter option is equivalent to an enlargement of the

surface. Another way to increase the surface is to spread the current over more

wi res.

The condition that j is a constant is not commonly satisfied. In chapter 3 the

dependence of j on the magnetic induction and the temperature has been shown.

Two phenomenological relations have been proposed in the literature, firstly the

Kim relation [35]:

and secondly [36]:

> J C ( B ) - J o (-r| f ) n n * 0 (4.14)
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Both relations satisfy a reduction of j with an increase of B. A consequence of

relation 4.14 is that j is infinite for B = 0, but as experiments show this is

not the case. Relation 4.13 is quite accessible for numerical calculations. The

method of calculating the losses with relation 4.13 is similar, to the analytical

approach with j constant as has been previously presented in this chapter. The

applied relations are:

I £!§.
r 3r

3E

W =

= wo Jc (B)

3B

(4.15)

(4.16)

The calculation procedure is illustrated in figure 4.2.

e

rjtj

Ba(t)
Ba(t+At)

Fig. 4.2 Flux distribution of a pure superconductor at a certain time. The

difference in the flux between t and t+At provides E(R).

At t = 0 we start with the maximum current I. This current causes a field of

magnitude B at the surface. The flux profile inside the wire is obtained by equa-

tion 4.15. During half a period flux profiles are calculated starting at B_(t)
a

and B.(t+dt) with a negative j„ because the current changes direction. From equa-

tion 4.16 we obtain:



E(R,t) = £ . J B(r,t) dr

This has a numerical equivalent of:

B(r.,t+At)-B(r-,t)
E(R,t) = &r za. C 2 H—3 ]

a. is a scaling factor which is required for R and r. (t).
The loss integral (4.4) can now be executed numerically.

(4.17)

(4.18)

The theoretical results are presented in two ways: firstly the loss per cycle
per unit of length versus the current amplitude is given (figure 4.3) and
secondly E(R,t) (figure 4.4). V

E U

no:

60 8 0 Ï (A)1

Fig. 4.3 Various calculated transport-current loss curves of a single-core wire
having a radius of 45 um versus the current amplitude for a cr i t ical
current of 100 A applying the Kim model.

J
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Fig. 4.4 Various calculated E(R) responses of a single-core wire having a radius
of 45 ym versus a ramp current for a critical current of 100 A applying
the Kim model. The current amplitude is 50 A.

As can be seen in figure 4.3 a critical current is chosen which is the same for
all given cases. A set of j 0 , Bo values can be found for which I is constant.

The current amplitude is arbitrarily chosen as 0.9 I c for the E(R,t) plot
given in figure 4.4. In some cases a remarkable minimum in the E curve versus the
current occurs in the vicinity of zero current. Calculations show that this
minimum occurs for current amplitudes larger than a certain level. This level
occurs if the magnetic field at r. (see figure 4.1) is equal to Bo for zero
current.

Two limits for Bo in equation 4.13 are interesting. Firstly the limit for
large Bo values, which gives a constant j and therefore the London solution (4.
9) is obtained. Secondly thd limit for small values of Bo turns equation 4.13
into 4.14 with n = 1. The resulting E curve has also been calculated analytically.
The results are approximately the same for the numerical ones in the limit of
Bo = 0.



4.2.2 Loss_exger1ments_gn_a_Byre_sugerconductgr
These experiments have been performed on wire no 1 of table 1, page 13. In

general a copper layer has to be present to enable the extrusion and drawing
of billet or wire. This layer is etchad away with HNO3. This acid does not affect
the superconductor as far as we can conclude from our results. The experiments
were performed with the lock-in amplifier as described in section 3.3. Calculated
results, which were based on the Kim relation 4.13, are included in figure 4.5.

I 2 0

en

? 15

10

0' 50 100 - [ A ]
150

-Fig. 4.5 Measured transport current losses of a single-core wire (no 1) with the
layer etched away versus the current amplitude and calculated losses for
various Bo values and jo= 2-10

10 A/m2.

This relation prevails over relation 4.14, because the slope of the loss curve at
I f 0. Therefore we can conclude that j 0 does not tend towards infinity for the
limit of B = 0 as has been discussed in the previous section.

Before we may conclude that the Kim relation 4.13 describes the loss behaviour
best and therefore is the best known approximation for j.(B) for our purposes, we
have to consider the assumptions we have made. We adopted a homogeneous isotropic
cylindrical wire which in practice is not likely. A consequence is that B = 0 at
I = 0 does not exist for ewery location at the surface at the same time. However,
the Kim relation gives us the oppertunity to explain most of the observed pheno-
mena that are connected with the low-field loss behaviour. Therefore this relation

J
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will be adopted in the following sections.

4.3 Determination of the dependence of j c on B

4.3.1 Introduction

The fitting of numerical and experimental loss results requires knowledge of
the dependence of the critical current density on the magnetic induction (JC(B)).
The excessive values of j for the low-field range give rise to high losses in
the case of externally applied changing fields. Generally applied techniques to
obtain j (B), like the V-I characteristic method, fail in the low-field range
because the self-field of the wire is neglected £37]. The described experiments
provide a possibility for obtaining j (B) in the low-field range of 0-200 nT
using the self-field of the wire. A similar method was described earlier by
Fournet and Hailfert [19] in which they covered a field range of 50-140 mT. A
method to obtain j (B) from magnetization experiments including the low-field
range has been described by Gijsbertse [38]. Difficulties caused by surface
screening currents and surface irregularities have had to be incorporated in this
method although not everything was completely understood. The method presented in
this thesis has the advantage that the original commercially available wire can
be tested directly under current-carrying conditions.

4.3.2 Theory
Consider the flux distribution inside a superconductor caused by a transport

current (figure 4.6). Screening surface currents are not considered here for sim-
plicity and the superconductor is assumed to have isotropic properties. If we
also assume that the penetration depth (R-r0) is small compared with R, a slab
approximation is valid. The electric field at R is given by:

d<j> dB

d

For convenience <j> is taken per unit of length. From figure 4.6 we deduce:

A* = [Brh - B aJAx (4.20)

The Critical State model provides:

| | = no Jc(B(x)) (4.Z1)
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Fig. 4.6 Various calculated flux distributions of a single-core wire without a
d.c. current. Be is the magnetic induction in the e direction caused by
the transport current.

From (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21) this results in:

E2(R,t) = - Ba.CBrh [no JcCBa)
,- 1 (4.22)

For B = -B. where t = ti, this becomes:
do

= Ba (4.23)

B is a constant for trapezoidal ramp currents which simplifies the performance
Q

substantially, compared with the method of Fournet and Mailfert [193 which is
based on sinusoidal current shapes. The non-linear time behaviour of E at
-B, also simplifies the detection of the required value of E. A consequence of

a

(4.23) is that j'c(B) can be determined close to zero field if the sensitivity of
the detection equipment is sufficient. A lower limit of the field is found to be
20 mT. If the desired field value is almost zero, sufficient sensitivity can be
obtained by superimposing a d.c. current on the a.c. current. A flux distribution
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\

-0.08

Fig. 4.7 Various calculated f lux distr ibutions of a single-core wire with a d.c.

current present.

inside the test wire in this case is shown in figure 4.7.E at R for B = B. - E!
a ut a

yields:
B ^ - B g ) ] - 1 (4.24)

. t!) = Bfl.

In order to eliminate the unknown quantity B. shown in figure 4.7, we also con-

sider E at R for B =B. +B, where t = t 2 :
a QC a

(4.25)

A combination of (4.24) and (4.25) gives:

(4.26)

It is noticeable that J c(
B
d c-B ) can be found if J c(

B
d c
 + B ) is known. It is

possible to use the relation found by equation (4.23) for this purpose. The slab
approximation can limit the accuracy in this case. An approach to improve the
accuracy is to use the found j (B) relation as the initial j (B) relation and to

c c



repeat the sequence. Due to a shift of 2 x 3 , this performance cannot be repeated
ad infinitum.

4.3.3 I§st_arrange$ent
The trapezoidal ramp current is induced in the closed loop of the test wire

and the desired current waveform is generated by the computer. The longitudinal
voltage response of part of the test wire and the response of a Rogowski pick-up
coil for the current determination are sampled and recorded by the sane computer.
The signals are considerably improved by averaging the periodical responses. The
d.c. current is supplied as is illustrated in figure 4.8. Taking into account the

-Potentialr wire

Rogowski coil

Primary coil

Compensation
wire

Secondary wire

Fig. 4.8 Test configuration for the superimposure of an a.c. on a d.c. current.

\~9 - 8
resistance of the joint (10 a) and the self-inductance of the loop (10 H),
the time constant of the circuit is 10 sec. The a.c. current with a frequency of
49 Hz, is blocked by the low-pass filter, so no significant a.c. current will
pass the filter. The result is a superimposure of the a.c. current on an a.c.
current. The previously mentioned time constant can be determined by observing
the E-response which undergoes a change of shape during the increase of the d.c.
current in the loop, after an instantaneous increase of tSie d.c. current.
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Two types of wires have been tested. The first test was with a single core
NbTi wire having a diameter of 90 ym and a CuNi layer of 15 ym, the second wire
is of the same type but with the CuNi layer removed by etching, so that a pure
NbTi wire remains (table 1, no 10). The reason for this choice is to investigate
the influence of a normal layer on the critical current density.

4.3.4 Results_and_discussigns
Seme measured E-responses are shown in figure 4.9. It can be clearly seen that

LU

-2

-I*

Fig. 4.9 Measured voltage responses of a single-core wire (no 10) versus the time
for various applied d.c. currents which increase by 4 A every following
curve and I = 30 A.

E becomes less in the vicinity of zero B . The screening capability for penetra-
a

tion flux considerably increases because of the increasing j near zero field.
The results of the critical current density measurements are given in figure 4.10.

The main difference between the wire with and the one without a layer is that
the latter gives higher j values for 3 is 0 - 20 mT and lower values for B larger
than 40 mT. A direct comparison of the E-responses of both wire types in figure
4.11 shows that the wire without a layer has a smaller E in the vicinity of zero
B and a higher one in the vicinity of maximum B. The observations mentioned give
rise to the suggestion that surface screening currents play a role in the case of , i
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Fig. 4.10 Measured critical current densities of a single-core wire (no 10)
versus the magnetic induction.
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Fig. 4.11 Measured voltage responses of a single-core wire (no 10) versus a ramp

current having zero current at 5 msec for 1=30 A, with a layer ( )
and without a layer ( - • - ) .
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the wire without a layer. Screening only appears for snail fields below Bc, and
the magnitude depends on the magnetic field according to reference [381. If B C 2

is passed during a current sweep» the screening vanishes and bulk currents have
to take over the surface current. A further indication of surface screening
currents can be observed in figure 4.9 where horizontal parts in the E-responses
appear near B is zero because no flux can enter the wire due to the surface
screening capability. A shift of the zero B axis in figure 4.10, although hardly
observable, but which can be estimated to be 10 mT, is an indication that surface
currents cause a discrepancy between the actual field value and the value re-
quired in the derived theory. Irregularities of the surface of the wire give rise
to an effective reduction of the local j value. Using current amplitudes smaller
than 10 A, the penetration of flux occupies an area of less than 10 * of the
wire's cross-section. The penetration depth is smaller than 2 nm and irregu-
larities have to be smaller than 0.2 nm which could be confirmed by visual in-
spection. Therefore, within the uncertainty of the results, no significant indi-
cation of differences with various current amplitudes can be observed.

4.3.5 Conclusions
The critical current density has been measured for low fields of 0 - 200 mT as

has been demonstrated. It is possible to avoid most of the screening currents by
applying a layer of CuNi which does not affect the measurements. Irregularities
of the surface of the wire have to be considered but can be neglected in most
cases.

4.4. The single-core wire with a highly conductive layer
This type of wire is a conventional option to obtain a suppression of insta-

bilities in d.c. applications (chapter 5). In order to analytically investigate
the loss contribution of the layer the following assumptions are made:
1) The current shape is sinusoidal.
2) In order to evaluate E(r,t) we take the total current flow in the superconducting core.
3) The current amplitude is assumed to be small, so that E at the surface of the

superconductor (Rsc) can be taken as zero.
Applying the boundary condition from 3) to equation (4.7) we find after integra-
tion for E in the layer:

a r "
i

1



The loss contribution i s found from:

f T f R

Q1 » I j o£2 2TTP dr dt (4.28)

0 Rsc
Substitution of 4.27 in 4.28 yields:

, 1 g (4.29)

Assumptions 2) and 3) are not necessary if 4.23 is calculated numerically. In

this respect the diffusion equation plays an important role:

7 3? r 3? ' v°° at ^4.30)

The same procedure as in section 4.2.1 is used for the electro-magnetic behaviour
of the superconductor. The boundary condition is that E z is continuous at the sur-
face of contact between superconductor and layer. The summation of the current in
the superconductor and layer provides the total transport current. The calculated
loss results are shown in figure 4.12. For simplicity j is assumed to be con-
stant in this case. The loss results are given in such a way that the influence
of the layer is shown more clearly. We can conclude from the figure that, in the
case of the smal 1 current range the losses per cycle (by a good approximation) are
proportional to I2 and the frequency. This is predicted by 4.29. A fitting
agreement between theoretical model and experiment is obtained for the limit of
I = 0. Therefore, the conductivity of the layer can be obtained from the loss
curves at I = 0. In figure 4.13 loss measurements on wire no 1 of table 1 are
shown. A good qualitative agreement with figure 4.12 is observed. From these
results the resistivity ratio R3Q0 / R^ was determined to be 130. This value
agrees with the specifications of the manufacturer of the supplied material. A
conventional measurement of the conductivity of the layer fails because of the
presence of the superconductor which short circuits the layer. Therefore this
type of loss measurement is helpful in order to the measure the conductivity of
the layer.

In conclusion it is stated that the normal loss contribution in the case of
a normal layer is considerable for relatively low current amplitudes.
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Fig. 4.12 Measured transport current losses of a wire with a Cu layer (no 1)
versus the current amplitude for various frequencies.
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Fig. 4.13 Numerically calculated transport current losses of a wire with a Cu
layer (no 1) versus the current amplitude for various frequencies and
j = 1010A/m2. Both the losses of the layer and the superconductor are
included.



4.5 Single-tube wire with a highly conductive inner core
The absence of a highly conductive layer gives rise to instabilities, which

gives a reduction of the maximum obtainable current. If we wish to prevent the
losses due to an outer normal layer by omitting this layer, another way of
restoring the stability has to be used. A possible solution is to change the
configuration of the wire. It has been suggested to put the nornal material in-
side a superconducting tube. Generally the normal core is not affected by
changing fields and therefore it does not contribute to the losses.

An interesting phenomenon occurs if the penetration depth of the flux inside
the superconductor exceeds the thickness of the tube wall of the superconductor.
The normal core, in our case consisting of Al, no 2 of table 1, now has to share
a part of the current. This excess takes place at I = 100 A which can be conclu-
ded from figure 4.14. This current value is equal to I . If the current is in-
creased» more of it is shared by the Al core for a longer period during the cycle.

40 Hz

SE
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'o
x
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I IA] 150

Fig. 4.14 Measured transport current losses of a tube wire with an inner core of
Al (no 2) versus the current amplitude for two frequencies. In the
two lower cases an extra Cu layer is present. (Dtota]= 0-77 mm).

In the case of currents much larger than Ic» it is expected according to
Ohm's law that Q/I2 will become constant. The loss per cycle therefore becomes
inversely proportional to the frequency as can be seen in figure 4.14. It is not

i
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detectable because the losses affect the current ratio between primary coil and
secundary loop due to the large occuring resistance, so that a current larger
than 1.5 x I cannot be induced in the secundary loop. In practice the choice
of current is such that the superconducting layer will not be saturated and
therefore further study was not performed.

The main conclusion of this section is that the wire can carry I and that
it behaves stably which will be further dealt with in chapter 5. Normal losses
have been prevented by this wire concept in the current range of application.

4.6. Multifilamentary wire with a low-conductive matrix

4.6.1 Introduction
Multifilamentary wires are more frequently applied than single-core wires.

The main reason is that in order to obey the stability criterion and obtain low
losses in applied a.c. fields the superconductor diameter has to be small.
Generally the matrix structure is used where superconductive filaments are
embedded in normal materials (see figure 4.15}. The filaments are twisted so as

Fig. 4.15 Photographs of cross-sections of three multifilamentary wires of NbTi
and a CuNi matrix (no 6,7,8) and one of NbZr (no 9).
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to expose every filament to the sane extent to the applied field. In this section
the current-carrying behaviour without an applied field is treated. The loss
behaviour in external fields will be treated in chapters b and 7.

In this section we have confined ourselves to the superconductor loss beha-
viour because matrix contributions to the losses are negligible.

4.6.2 Ihe_self;field_effect
We begin with the examination of the current distribution in the untwisted

wire. The distribution is not uniform, but it is anaioguos to that of the single-
core wire. This is caused by the fact that the filaments are net decoupled with
respect to the self-field; referred to in the literature as the Self-Field Effect
[39, 40J. In order to understand thi? effect it should be reaembered that a
superconducting filament does not allow any flux change if the saturated configu-
ration does not exist. If we consider <lt.<ft according to the path 1-2-3-4 in
figure 4.16 along two filaments of different layers and if we assume that the

Fig. 4.16 The chosen path 1-2-3-4 in a multifilamentary wire without twist to
obtain JtdT.

filaments of 1-2 and 3-4 are not in the saturated state then = 0. Hence
-d/dt/ §.dfë = 0 and if B = 0 at t = 0 then B remains zero independent of the time,



unless saturation has occured in the meantime.
The equivalency of the current distribution for the single-core wire and the

multifilaroentary wire makes it possible to use the sane loss equations. The ratio
superconductor volume-total volume (n) should be taken into account. This is shown
to be possible by replacing j by nj . This approach is only justified if the
number of filaments is large and if the filament distribution is uniform.

4.6.3 fjon^unifg^filament_d2§tributign
The outer layer of filaments in types of availaole wire is often not uniformly

distributed and it is just this layer that has an important current-carrying
contribution during a.c. operation. Generally the filament density of the outer
layer is smaller than that of the rest of the wire. This can be simulated by
apDlying a smaller effective j at the outer filament layer.

In order to illustrate the influence of a relatively low effective jc in the
environment of the surface of the wire, loss calculations have been performed
according to the method previously described in section 4.2.1 where j does not
depend on the position. The results are shown in figure 4.17 in which a non-
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Fig. 4.17 Calculated transport current losses of a mltifilamentary wire having
an outer superconducting layer of filaments with an effective j which
is 60 % of the j Q (5 10

i0A/m2) of the rest of the wire versus the cur-
rent amplitude for various thicknesses of the layer denoted by AR, B O=
0.04 T and R=45 \tm (see equation 4.13).
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monotone derivative of Q/I2 can be observed.
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Fig. 4.18 Measured transport current losses versus the current amplitude for var-
ious wires with a CuNi matrix. The numbers refer to wires in table 1.

Experimetal loss results are presented in figure 4.18. They have been obtained
by the method given in section 3.3 making use of the lock-in amplifier. The
curves ars denoted by numbers referring to wires in table 1, page 13.

Photographs of the cross-sections of the investigated wires are already given
in figure 4.15. They clearly show the irregular structure of the outer layer of
fi1aments.

In order to show the agreement of the model and the measurements we have to
make estimations for j and the thickness of the layer of outer filarcents. In the case

c
of the available wire types, both j and the filament configuration can roughly
be regarded to be equal. If this is the case we can expect an agreement between
current amplitude where the derivative of the loss curve increases non-monotonely
and the thickness of the filaments. The reason is that a thicker filament provides
a thicker layer with a smaller effective j . Such an agreement can be found in
the experimental loss results.
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4.6.4 The_influence_gf_twisting
The twist of the filaments influences the current distribution inside the

multifilamentary wire. The present development of wire manufacture implies a re-
duction of the twist pitches in the future [41]. Therefore we can expect that the
importance of this subject of investigation will increase. Present twist pitches
are approximately 5 times the circumference of the wire. As will be shown these
twist pitches do nat considerably affect the losses.

As demonstrated in section 4.6.2 there is no change of flux between two fila-
ments if no complete saturation of the filaments occurs. If we consider the area
between two filaments one at r and the other at r+dr, over one twist pitch, B
has two components: B. and B . In turn, their components perpendicular to the
area between the two filaments are:

§ (r,t) = y4 (i> t ? • P (4.31)

Taking Ö 9 c + B z c = 0, integrating this with respect to time with the condition
I(r,0) = 0 and including j(r,t)=J^ dI^>t:^ , we obtain:

tirr or

(4.33)

This current density, occuring in an inner part of the wire where no saturation
occurs, contributes to the current where the magnetic field is parallel to the
electric field. Hence no loss contribution to the self-field losses occurs from
this current. The current density in the total wire is shown in figure 4.19.

It is obvious that the current in the outer saturated layers that contributes
to the self-field losses, reduces with the amount of current which flows in the
loss-free region. If p/2irR=5, an optimistic estimation of the loss-free current
I(0,t) is 4 % of the total current according to:

(4-34)

The loss reduction is approximately 12 % in the case of small current amplitudes
according to equation 4.11. If the twist pitch becomes very small, saturation in
the inner part also occurs. This requires attention if there is further reduction
of twist pitches in the future. J
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Fig. 4.19 Current distribution of a twisted multifilamentary wire applying equa-
tion 4.33 for a current amplitude of 0.5 x I and p = 5 x 2TTR. The
dashed (—) line indicates the distribution when no twist is present.

4.6.5 Sup_erimgosed_dici_currents
A final item of this section is the study of the loss behaviour in the case

of a d.c. current superimposed on an a.c. current. As will be shown, the exis-
tence of the self-field effect and the dependence of j on B is well illustrated
by this type of loss experiment.

A different set-up of supplying the d.c. current is used compared with that
of the j (B) measurements. The secondary circuit is not connected to a d.c. power
supply having the advantage of less noise.
A Hall element is included in the secundary loop in order to measure the d.c.
current value. The Rogowski pick-up coil is not suitable for this purpose. The
Hall voltage is fed back so that the transformer is turned into a current supply.
This configuration has a limited duration of 60 sec of experiment due to the
resistance in the secundary loop which does not allow a persistent d.c. current.
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Fig. 4.20 Measured transport-current
loss voltages of a raulti-
filamentary wire (no 7)
versus a supsrimposed d.c.
current for various current
amplitudes and f =80 Hz.

Fig. 4.21 Numerically calculated
transport-current loss volt-
ages versus the superim-
posed d.c. current for var-
ious current amplitudes and
f =80 Hz applying the Kim
model with j0= 1.4 10

10A/m2

and Bo = 0.060 T.
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The results of the loss raeasurernent are presented in figure 4.20. A raininun

in the losses versus the d.c. current occurs.

Numerical loss calculations were pereformed as described in section 4.2.1.

The introduction of a d.c. current in these calculations is obtained by adjusting

the boundary conditions Ba(R). The calculated results are given in figure 4.21.

The qualitative agreement with the experimental results is satisfactory.
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Fig. 4.22 Sequence of flux profiles

inside a multifilamentary

wire when a d.c. current is

supplied.

0.8
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Calculated flux profiles inside the wire at various times are shown in figure

4.22. The introduction of a d.c. current implies different E(R,t) curves for the

sweeping up and down of the current, shown in figure 4.23.

The effect of a minimum in the losses was previously found in magnetization

experiments using a superimposed a.c. field on a d.c. field in our laboratory

[42, 43].

Equivalent E-responses have been observed and described in section 4.3 for a

massive superconductor. The analogous response shows that the self-field effect

certainly occurs and that the theoretical description of the single-core wire is

applicable for the multifilamentary wire.
i
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Fig. 4.23 The electric field response at R of a imiitifilamentary wire versus the

time when a d.c. current is superimposed on a trapezoidal ramp current.

4.7 Multifilamentary wire with a highly conductive matrix

4.7.1 Introduction
The conventional wire in d.c applications is the multifilamentary wire with a

copper matrix. Improved stabilization compared with that of the wire with a low-
conductive matrix requires this configuration. However, the highly conductive
matrix will contribute to the losses due to eddy currents.

This section is divided into the treatment of the untwisted wire (section 4.7.
2), the twisted wire (section 4.7.3} and an alternative wire (section 4.7.4).

4.7.2 Ihe_untwisted_wire
Only BQ, Ez and j appear in the untwisted wire. For an analytical approach

in order to calculate the matrix contribution to the losses, the current in the
matrix, small compared with the current in the superconducting filaments, is
neglected. This is permitted if frequencies lower than 1 kHz are used in available
wire types.

J
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The loss per cycle per unit of length is given by:

Qn» J J oE2 2»r dr dt (4.35)
0 ti

J
0 matrix

E is given by expression 4.8. The result derived is:

O * ! |Q 2fU"'i) g IS 11
*n 384 ir R"» J c

3 l

This contribution is relatively small in practice which is also assumed and dis-

cussed by Murphy E 443. The order of magnitude compared with the superconductor

losses is less than 2 % in usual applications.

The above analytical approach is not sufficient for high frequencies because

current in the matrix is not longer negligible. We therefore performed numerical

calculations in cases where the currents in the matrix are not neglected. The

wire is considered as a continuum for which the relation holds:

J = n j c - | - + (l-n)at (4.37)

The diffusion equation 4.30 is solved using the requirement that E is a periodically

varying function. The boundary conditions read E - 0 at the moving boundary in

time: r. (t) (see figure 4.1) and E = 0 at r0. Due to an effect simiiiar to the

skin effect in normal wires, more boundaries exist. For loss calculations

in conventional applications it is sufficient to consider one moving boundary

only. At rh(t) holds:

In the case of high frequencies we find from 4.37 and 4.33 that the matrix

losses depend on the frequency according to fn; for lower frequencies n = l as has

previously been observed in the analytical expression 4.36. For higher frequen-

cies n decreases until it becomes 0.5.

The current dependence of the losses varies according to In with n in the

range of 5 to 2.

The value of the loss contribution of the matrix is still very low. Up to 1

kHz it is calculated to be still less than 2 % compared with the superconductor

losses in practical cases.



4.7.3 Ihe_twjsted_wire
The introduction of twist implies the existence of a Bz component (see section

4.6.4).

If the current amplitude is small compared with the critical current, the current
only flows in the outer layer of filaments. A skin effect of the matrix is
not regarded because the diameter of the wire and frequency are relatively small
for practical purposes.

Neglecting the losses in this small shell we derive with Ee = JBz.r for the
loss contribution per cycle and unit of length of the matrix caused by §2:

fT ,R
I ( r ) 2 27rr dr dt (4.40)
fT ,

= I
n Jo J °(JB,

o z

As a consequence of the assumption that the current flows in a thin layer at the
surface expression 4.39 becomes: B (r,t) = y0 M * » W . Substituting this in 4.40B
the loss contribution becomes:

For a in this case we must recognize that Efi is perpendicular to the filaments.
Therefore an-effective a has to be introduced [45].

Measurements have been performed on test wire no 3 in table l,the results are
shown in fiqure 4.24. The observed loss can be expressed in good approximation by:
<xl + gfl2 with n > 3. The first term is the loss contribution of the supercon-
ductor material, the following term consists of two dominant contributions of "the
normal material, namely those of the outer layer and the matrix. The latter con-
tribution is mainly caused by the B component. Taking into account equation 4.41
as well as 4.29 for the matrix and the layer contribution respectively and
assuming that it is the same for the matrix and the layer, a can now be calculated.
The effective o is approximated by:

ceff3 "T^i (

o is found to be 6.109 (flm) "* which agrees with the value from literature [37].
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Fig. 4.24 Measured transport current losses of a twisted wire with a highly con-
ductive matrix (no 3) versus the current amplitude for various frequen-
cies.

4.7.4 An_alternative_multifilamentary._wire_cgnfiguratign
The last item is the loss behaviour of a multifilamentary wire with highly

conductive material inside the filaments and low-conductive material between the
filaments (see figure 4.25, no 4 of table 1). The idea behind the concept of this
wire is similar to that of the wire with an aluminium core inside it (section
4.5). This type of wire was suggested by Wagner [29] and Onishi [46].

The performed loss measurements using the lock-in amplifier method described
in section 3.3, are given in figure 4.26. A study of the frequency dependence
shows no proportionality to f but to fn (n^0.5). The current dependence of the
core contribution is close to I? This suggests that the cores carry transport
current. The normal material contribution is smaller than in the case of a highly
conductive matrix (section 4.7.3). The configuration of figure 4.2b shows a rather
non-homogeneous distribution of the filaments over the cross-section. Therefore
an appropriate description is not possible.



Fig. 4.25 Photograph of the cross-section of a wire having filamentary tubes with
highly conductive material inside them, (no 4).
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Fig. 4.26 Measured transport current losses of a multifilamentary wire having
inner cores of highly conductive material (no 4) versus the current am-
plitude for various frequencies.



4.3 Conclusions
The various locations of the materials that participated in the losses are

presented in figure 4.27. A short review of the various loss contributions
is given in table 2.

NbTi

Q = A I

NbTi -filaments
Cu-matrix

B.f-1 Cfï5* D-fI2

Fig. 4.27 Various transport-current loss contributions.

Table 2: Analytical approximations of transport current loss contributions.
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Summarizing, it is shown that the self-field losses in superconductors can be
satisfactorily measured by means of a method using a transformer and an appro-
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priate compensation performance. The self-field losses can be suitably described
if the j (B) dependence is incorporated in the theory. The detection of jJB)
with an equivalent arrangement of the experiment is possible as has been demon-
strated for the range of 0-200 mT using the self-field. In most practical cases
the Kim relation is an appropriate approximation cf the j (8) relation.

Multifilamentary wires can be dealt with as pure superconductors due to the
coupling of the filaments with the self-field. An introduced effective j"c
requires some adjustment with respect to a non-uniform filament distribution.
Current redistribution due to twisting is still of minor interest with regard to
the self-field losses. A superimposed d.c. current on the a.c. current provides
a minimum in the losses versus the d.c. current. This phenomenon can be well
described by flux profile considerations.

Normal material contributions to the losses occur when an outer layer of
normal material of high conductivity is used and if a highly conductive matrix
is used in a twisted multifilamentary wire. It has been shown that it is possible
to determine the conductivity of the normal material in these cases by applying
loss measurements.

In order to prevent the normal material contribution to the losses the con-
figuration of the wire can be chosen in such a way that the location of the nor-
mal material of high conductivity is situated in a region where the applied self-
fields are relatively low or even zero.



CHAPTER 5

THE MAXIMUM AMPLITUDE OF THE TRANSPORT CURRENT UNDER SELF-FIELD CONDITIONS

5.1 Introduction

Two phenomena which limit the maximum current are heating effects caused by
the losses and instability effects. Both are dealt with in this chapter with re-
gard to an a.c. current without an applied external a.c. field.

A simple model is derived in section 5.3.1 for the heating effects caused by
the losses.

The non-uniform current distribution under self-field conditions (section
4.6.2) is the cause of instabilities. For d.c. applications the so-called self-
field stability was treated by Veringa [18]. The derived theory is useful for
a.c. applications. It is discussed and extended in some respects (section 5.3.2).
A combination of both effects, given in section 5.3.3, provides a good explana-
tion for the measured maximum currents.

Multifilamentary wires with a low-conductive matrix are the subject of study.
Losses due to the matrix are negligible (section 4.6). Two parameters, the radius
of the wire (section 5.4) and j (section 5.5) have been investigated for their
influence on the stability.

The influence of a highly conductive layer is also demonstrated (section 5.6).
A tested alternative, described in relation to its low losses in section 4.5,
shows a high stability. It is discussed in section 5.7,

Several experiments on the stability behaviour are described in literature
(147, 48, 49, 50]. These tests concern the stability of wires in an external a.c.
field. Some experiments were performed when an a.c. current was present L'lO, 51].
The aim, however, was to research the irregularities in the magnetization curve
caused by flux jumps.

5.2 Test set-up
The a.c. current is induced in a closed loop of the test wire with a trans-

former as described in section 3.1. The current amplitude is increased smoothly
until the maximum obtainable value is reached and a quench occurs. This current
level is detected by means of a Rogowski pick-up coil.

If an instability occurs the maximum current amplitude is not equal to the
P

critical current 2ir/ j rdr. If we desire to vary j the application of a d.c.
o c c

field is appropriate as is illustrated in chapter 6. The actual value of j is
c

J



measured by the method mentioned in section 4.3.
It is assumed that j is only dependent on the external magnetic field mag-

nitude in this case. This implies that j is independent of the position within
the wire. This assumption is unrealistic for raost test wires. Therefore a test
wire was selected which agrees best with the asstnptions natte {no 12, table 1).
Since j does not depend en the position inside the wire, the Lonoon made!
(4.10) is satisfied.

Further reasons other than that of the electro magnetic behaviour caused by
the transport current, that can give rise to premature quenching, have to be
avoided. A possible mechanical cause, the cracking of the exopy potting material,
could be observed during various experiments but training is not observed. The
training effect occurs if a fatal crack initiates a premature quench and if,
after a new attempt to increase the current, a higher current value can be
reached [37]. In order to eliminate possible causes of premature quenching,
various potting materials have been used. If training effects occur, the experi-
ment is excluded.

In order to study the self-field instability, the corresponding self-field
current distribution has to be established (section 3.1) which is confirmed by
the loss measurements which obey the London relation (4.10) as is demonstrated
in section 5.4.

5.3 Theory

5.3.1 Stationary thermal effects

At a frequency higher than 10 Hz (the value of this frequency depends on the
type of epoxy resin that covers the wire), a stationary temperature of the wire
occurs. At lower frequencies the generated heat is conducted away rapidly, so
that even after a quench has occured a return to the normal state is observed
in the same cycle. Experiments with a normal wire show that at a first approxi-
mation, the temperature difference of the wire and the helium bath is linearly
dependent on the dissipated power:

P = a(T-Tb) (5.1)

We assume that this relation holds for a superconducting wire. The dissipated
power P is a function of the applied current amplitude I, the critical current
Ic and the frequency f according to equation 4.10. The critical current depends



on the local temperature. Therefore it, is possible to find a relation for I and
Ic under given conditions.

The coefficient a is 1.0 W/raK for Stycast as potting material and 2.0 W/mK
for Araldite under normal circumstances with a layer thickness of 1 mm.

As described in section 2.1 j depends linearly on the temperature T. We take as
follows:

JC(T) = j e

T-L.
(5.2)

With T O = T
C (

B ) ~ T K »
 T

c is the critical temperature which depends on the magne-
tic induction and jc[j is the critical current density at the bath temperature.
The variation of the magnetic field is small in our range of interest (0-0.2 T).
Therefore T is assumed to be constant. Another approximation in this chapter
is that j is considered independent of the magnetic field as mentioned in sec-
tion 5.2.

In order to obtain I and T as a function of I, we consider a function F:

F = Ic,f) - a(T(Ic) - Tb) (5.3)

In figure 5.1 we observe the calculated solutions of F(IC) with I as para-
meter for f =2000 Hz. In the state of equilibrium F = 0 holds according to rela-
tion 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1 Function F described by equation 5.3 versus I for various I and f =
2000 Hz, a = l W/Km, j h=10

10 A/m2, To = 6 K, R=10"
lt m.



Next to F=0 a second relation to obtain the desired set of solutions of 1
and I can be derived from figure 5.1 because the ultimate obtainable current
amplitude is given if only one solution of F=0 exists. We can represent this as
follows:

3F

&Ï7 . =0
I

(5.4)

A set of I and I values that satisfies both 5.4 and F=0 gives the desired
solution. In figure 5.2 sets of I and I values are given for wire no 1 of table
1 without the copper layer. In figure 5.3 another illustrative representation
is given for the I - I plane.

c

10 100 1000 10000

Fig. 5.2 Maximum obtainable current amplitude and critical current of a supercon-
ducting wire for a= 1 W/Km, jcb= 10

10 A/m2, To = 6 K, R= 10"
1* m, when

thermal equilibrium exists according to equation 5.3.

The frequency, a, j , To and R do not affect this curve as can be understood
by considering 5.1 and 5.4 in appropriate representations:

' f ' (5.5)
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(5.6)

0 CE 1.0
Fig. 5.3 Normalized maximum obtainable current amplitude of a superconducting

wire as a function of the normalized critical current.

Here i=I/I , i=I/I . and V = I
C / I C K -

 We observe that there is only one signi-
ficant parameter:

V = aT0
(5.7)

For a large value of this parameter we have i = 0.5. In this case f is small
and a linearisation is possible, which gives:

" a To (5.8)

(5.9)
i
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In this case the temperature dependence of the critical current is written
more generally as:

h - Wl-( T V ) (5.10)

We find for i if t tends to zero:

fc = T+B ^

5.3.2 Adiabatic stability criterion

The stability that will be treated here is of an electro-magnetic nature.
The processes that occur have relatively large velocities so that heat exchange
with the surroundings of the wire can be neglected. The instability occurs if a \
sudden» unpredictable temperature increase causes such a reduction of j.(T) that
the flux entry necessary to restore the flux distribution causes e higher tempe-
rature increase than the initial one.

If the magnetic diffusion is much larger than the thermal diffusion, the
adiabatic approach is justified. If wires of NbTi in CuNi matrix are used the
ratio of the constants of magnetic and thermal conductivity is in the order of 103.
At a position inside the wire we have:

c £ = Jc.E (5.12)

C is the heat capacity per unit of volume.
From Maxwell's equation we can derive:

E2(r,t) = p0 f p- ƒ r" || (rn,t)dr"dr' (5.13)

From 5.2 we find:

c _ eb 3T ([. ...

TT " " TT 3t (5-14)

The combination of equations 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 describes the behaviour of
the flux profile inside the wire after a temperature increase or a decrease of
j at a certain position occurs.

In order to obtain an analytical relation for the maximum obtainable current
three approximations are required. Firstly 3j ,9t in 5.13 is considered to be

J



independent on the position. Secondly the teeperature distribution is regarded
as uniform and thirdly the heat capacity is considered to be constant. These
approximations have been used in literature before by Hancox, Uil son and Veringa
CIS, 37, 52j but we are of the opinion that the second assumption conflicts
with the adiabatic description. Using numerical calculations the deviations of
this analytic model will be discussed later. Equation 5.13 can be transformed
into:

Ur. t ) = M ^ r i - - f l n f ) ^ (5.15)
ü

r0 is defined as the radius of the penetration depth of the flux front (see
section 4.1).

The average dissipation P over the cross-section necessary to evaluate 5.12 is
found by:

P = IFF ' J o
 2*r E-*c d r <5 '1 6 )

The stability criterion given by Wilson C373 yields:

C | I <P (5.17)

Combining 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 a limit for the maximum obtainable current is
found:

j R < (8CJjl)^-i -2i-Z ln(l-i)j"* (5.18)
c vo

with i=I/II .
A plot of f(i)=C-i2-2i-21n(l-i)] 2 is given in figure 5.4.
The same results were found by Veringa [181 for d.c. currents. A stable and
unstable area can be noticed. The maximum obtainable current is found for:

Calculations performed by Duchateau et al. [17J to investigate the effect of
normal material on the stability show the same quantitative behaviour for the
limit of low conductivity.
In order to examine the significance of these assumptions, numerical calcula-
tions have been performed on the basis of 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 with a heat
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Fig. 5.4 Stable and unstable regions of a superconducting wire in the case of the
adiabatic self-field criterion.

capacity of:

C = C0T
3 (5.20)

A contribution to C with a linear dependence on T can be ignored [18].
The results of the maximum obtainable currents are shown in figure 5.5 together
with the analytical results. A discrepancy arises for high values of j .
The explanation of this effect is that for small current penetration depths an
integral heat capacity is taken which is not justified in the case of high j
values. A half infinite slab approximation gives a better description. It
predicts a constant maximum obtainable current independent of j [37].
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Fig. 5.5 Maximum obtainable current amplitude and critical current versus j
according to the stability considerations of section 5.3.2 with Iml as
the analytical and I m 2 as the numerical result for C-2000 J/m3K, Co =
27 J/m3lC>, Jcb=Jc. T0 = 6 K, RrlO"

1» m.

5.3.3 Combined considerations of stationary thermal effects and stability

In the previously described stability considerations no frequency dependence
appears. In the measurements of higher frequencies, however, such a frequency
dependence is observed. A description of this behaviour is possible if we con-
sider, apart from the stability, the stationary heating as well.

In this case the solution for the maximum obtainable current has to obey 5.1
as well as 5.19. The analytical approach is used for this procedure. The results
of the maximum current amplitude and the corresponding critical current are
shown in figure 5.6. The results of the thermal considerations only, are also
included. They have previously been given in figure 5.2.

Instabilities become less dominant for high frequencies. It is possible to
give an indication of the frequency where the frequency range can be divided
into two sections namely a section where instabilities dominate the maximum am-
plitude and one where the thermal effects due to the dissipation dominate.

For such an indication we assume that there is a value of the amplitude for
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Fig. 5.6 Maximum obtainable current amplitude and critical current versus the
frequency (for C= 2000 J/m3K, o= 1 W/Km, J"cb= 10

10 A/m2, To = 6 K and
R= 10"1* m) under both stationary thermal and stability conditions. The
curves when only thermal effects occur are included.

both independent cases. If we assume that the stability criterion of the slab
approximation is valid, the obtainable amplitude is proportional to the radius
of the wire. Also for the dissipation we use the slab approximation, which leads
to equation 4.11. The frequency between the sections of interest, derived in
this way, shows an inversely proportional dependence on the radius of the wire.
In figure 5.7 the calculated results taking into account the cylindrical geometry
are shown.
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Fig. 5.7 The intersection frequency of the maximum obtainable current amplitude
when only stationary heating is present and that when stability effects
dominate versus the radius of the wire for C = 2000 J/m3K, a = l H/Km,
Jcb=10

10 A/m2 and T 0 » 6 K.

5.4 The influence of the diameter on the stability

Five wires from the same billet but drawn to 0.381, 0.178, 0.114, 0.039 and
0.076 mm have been tested in our laboratory on their current carrying capacities
under self-field conditions. The specifications of these wires are given in
table 1 (no 13...17). In spite of the fact that the wires are drawn of the same
billet, oc may vary due to the difference of the deformation during the process
of production.

Performed loss measurements, however, show no significant differences. There-
fore we may conclude that j_ for all wires is the same.
The results concerning the maximum obtainable currents for various frequencies
are shown in figure 5.8. For frequencies up to 500 Hz unstable behaviour is
expected. An approximated set of values of the maximum obtainable current for
this frequency range is given in figure 5.9. The determined critical current
according to equation 4.12 and the calculated maximum obtainable current
according to the stability criterion of section 5.3.2 are also included.

Obviously the critical current is not achieved in the majority of cases.
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Fig. 5,8 Kaximum obtainable current amplitude of five multifilamentary wires from
the same billet but having various diameters (no 13...17) versus the
frequency.

The stability considerations of section 5.3.2 give a prediction of the obtain-
able current. The critical current is practically attained in the case of small
diameters. Larger diameters show a difference between the derived analytical
relation and the measured values having a resemblance to the one discussed
with respect to figure 5.5. This implies that it is not justified to perform the
averaging procedure of equation 5.16 in these cases.
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Fig. 5.9 Maximum obtainable current amplitude and the critical current versus the
wire radius and the calculated ( } results according to theory.

5.5 The influence of j c on the stability

Test wire no 12 of table 1 has been used for these experiments.
The losses of this wire obey the London equation 4.10 well and are given in
figure 5.10. Another important feature of this wire is the small diameter of its
filaments (7.3 ym). As has been pointed out in section 5.2 an external d.c.
field can be used to vary j . Stability in relation to this external field re-
quires such small filaments.

In figure 5.10 the self-field losses versus the current amplitude are given.
They were measured by the lock-in amplifier method described in section 3.2. In
the experiments the external d.c. field was varied up to 2 T. !n figure 5.11 the
same loss results are presented as a function of the applied d.c. field for
various current amplitudes. The curves of figure 5.10 have been used to determine
J,-(B). Tne J\.(B) curve is given in figure 5.12. Another representation is given
in figure 5.13.

The validity of the Kim model is clearly shown from this figure. The para-
meters Jo and Bo are derived being 1.3 10

10 A/rn2 and 0.46 T respectively. _J
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Fig. 5.10 Transport current losses of a multifilamentary wire {no 12) versus the
current amplitude for various applied d.c. fields.
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Fig. 5.11 Transport current losses of a multifilamentary wire (no 12) versus the
applied d.c. field for various current amplitudes.



Fig. 5.12 The effective critical current density of a multifilamentary wire
(no 12) versus the magnetic induction.

1.2 1.6 2.0 24

Fig. 5.13 Representation of the effective critical current density of a multifi-
lamentary wire (no 12) versus the magnetic induction to show the valid-
ity of the Kim model in the applied ranges.
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In figure 5.14 the naxinun obtainable currents versus the frequency for various
d.c. fields are given. Tne characteristic fora of the curves agrees well with the
calculated results of section 5.3.2.
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Fig. 5.14 Maximum obtainable current amplitude of a multifiiamentary wire (no 12)
versus the frequency, with d.c. fields present.

We can conclude from the results in figure 5.15 that the maximum obtainable
current is smaller than the corresponding critical current. The calculated curves
according to section 5.3.2 are included. Stability considerations describe the
behaviour well if only the heat capacity of the superconducter is considered.
This is permitted because the heat is.only generated in the filaments according to
the adiabetic assumption.

J
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Fig. 5.15 Maximum obtainable current amplitude and critical current of a multi-
filamentary wire (no 12) versus the effective critical current density
according to section 5.3.2.

5.6 The influence of a normal layer on the maximum current

The effect of the presence of a normal material for a better stabilization is
studied on the simple geometry of a superconductiong wire with an outer layer of
a highly conductive material.

It has been demonstrated in section 4.4 that the contribution of the layer
to the losses is considerable. The test wire in this case is wire no 1 of table
1. For instance we can compare the losses for 50 Hz and 100 A: the wire without
a layer has a loss of 4 mW/m and the wire with a copper layer 10 mVJ/m. These
values are derived from the measurements shown in figure 4.12.

However if we can compare the maximum obtainable current, we observe that for
the wire with a layer the current amplitude is 250 A and the wire without a layer
125 A. The currents versus the frequency are given in figure 5.16.

If we consider the wire with a copper layer, which by good approximation is
stable, the behaviour can be described by the thermal considerations of section
5.3.1 only. If the copper is etched away a description concerning the maximum
obtainable current according to section 5.3.3 is necessary. The calculated

i
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Fig. 5.16 Maximum obtainable current amplitude versus the frequency of a single-
core wire a) with,andb) without a Cu layer (no 1).

results are shown in figure 5.2 and are in good agreement with these. Two remarks
can be made about this calculation. Firstly the assumption that the loss is pro-
portional to the frequency is not satisfied completely. Secondly there is no
reason to assume that the wire with a copper layer is completely stable.

The following deduction explains why the current obtained with a Cu layer is
only twice the current obtained in a wire without such a layer, as found in the
measurement results of figure 5.16. We assume that the layer is thick enough to
avoid a flux entry after a fast flux redistribution inside the superconductor
due to an instability. Furthermore we assume that aj/at is independent of the
position, which has been proposed earlier in section 5.3.2. In figure 5.17 we
notice that there is a value of B, which is approximately half the amplitude B,
and is constant during a flux redistribution due to a reduction of j caused by
an instability. The maximum of this value is also achieved if no layer is present.
Therefore we can conclude that the maximum amplitude that can be obtained with a
layer is twice the amplitude without a layer.

i



Fig. 5.17 Flux distribution in a wire with a highly conductive layer before and
after an initial disturbance. When an instability occurs a wire without
a layer will become unstable at half the field amplitude.

In the case of the wire without a layer stability considerations dominate.
Only for higher frequencies stationary heating due to losses has to be considered
as described in section 5.3.3.

Also for higher frequencies the two curves of figure 5.16 approach each other.
This is predicted in the calculations of section 5.3.3 (figure 5.6).
We can conclude that stationary thermal effects dominate, however the frequency
where the maximum current amplitude decays is predicted for a higher value.

5.7 Behaviour of wires with Al cores inside the superconducter

These types of wires have been treated in sections 4.5 and 4.7.4 with respect
to their loss behaviour. The first type is a single-core wire with a highly con-
ductive core of pure aluminium (no 2 table 1). The second type is a multifila-
ment wire with a low-conductive matrix and highly conductive cores inside the
filaments (no 4 table 1).

In the case of the single-core wire figure 4.14 showed that the inner normal
core carries current if the superconductive tube is saturated. This happens at a
current amplitude of 100 A, which means that I is equal to I .



The concept of the wire design is that the "inner core of superconducting mate-
rial which cannot be used for current carrying purposes because of Unstable
behaviour, is removed and replaced by a highly conductive core.

During operation the core is not affected by changing magnetic fields and so
it does not attribute to the losses. The purpose of the inner core is to carry
current if an external disturbance arises, which gives rise to a reduction of
j . In our case a current of SO A above the level of 100 A can be achieved. This
wire therefore behaves excellently with respect to both stability and losses.

Ir. the case of the nultifilament wire no proof of the same kind of current
sharing of the normal cores can be observed in figure 4.18. The maximum obtain-
able currebts as a füntion of the frequency shown in figure 5.18 also gives no
evidence for a good stabilization. Wagner I 28 ] showed that only at high back-
ground fields, and therefore low j values, can stable behaviour be observed. \
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Fig. 5.18 Maximum obtainable current amplitude of a multifilamentary wire with
Al cores inside the filaments (no 4) versus the frequency.

5.8 Discussion

In practice, optimalization of superconducting a.c. design requires a combi-
nation of stability aspects and loss considerations in order to facilitate rele-
vant calculations on efficiency and investment costs. In the case of applied
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external fields, especially concerning a.c. fields, a considerably more compli-
cated situation arises. Some details, relating to self-field stability in a.c.
fields, will bt described in chapter 7.

A non-uniform current distribution caused by the self-field is the source of
the self-field instability. This instability can be supressed by applying a
suitable geometry which avoids a non-uniform current distribution. Art option,
that has already been applied, is to use fully transposed braids (section 2.4)
so that the current is forced to flow uniformly through the cross-section of the
wire. Up to now a complication is the influence of the field and temperature
distribution on the stability in such a braid that requires investigation. The
individual strand still behaves as described in this chapter.

If better simulations of the behaviour under self-field conditions are de-
sired the critical current density has to be taken as dependent on the magnetic V
induction, the temperature and the location. A better understanding of cooling
characteristics is also required.

5.9 Conclusions

It has been demonstrated that both instability and losses can diminish the
maximum obtainable current under a.c. transport current conditions. It is shown
that there is an interaction between the stability and the losses. A possible
alternative to improve both the behaviour of the stability and the losses, is
the superconducting tube with a highly conductive normal core inside.

The determination of j by means of loss measurements proved to be of great
help. An important result is that although both instability and heat generation
limit the maximum obtainable current the critical current density varies
only slightly with increasing frequency. If j is further increased in future
types of wire, which we may expect because of present developments, a more
uniform current distribution is absolutely necessary to overcome the self-field
stability problem.
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CHAPTER 6

A.C. TRANSPORT CURRENT LOSSES IN D.C. MAGNETIC FIELDS

6.1 Introduction
The application of a d.c. field in order to vary the critical current density

is described in chapter 5. The influence of the d.c. field direction on the
losses was not the objective of those experinents. Furthermore with respect to
the d.c. field the filament diameter is mentioned because of its importance for
the stability.

Both the influence of the field direction and the filament diameter on the
transport current losses are the subject of study in this chapter.

The test set-up is described in section 6.2. For a better understanding some
experiments on a single-core wire have been performed (sections 6.3.1 and 6.4.1)
but attention is primarily concentrated on the multifilamentary wire (sections
6.3.2 and 6.4.2). It is especially this multifilamentary wire with a low conduc-
tive matrix that has been chosen in order to study the superconducting properties.
The loss behaviour in a transverse d.c. field provides the opportunity to deter-
mine the JC(B) relation for values of B larger than the self-field (section 6.3.
2.1). In the case of relatively small values of B, the value of j (B) can only
be roughly determined. A minimum in the losses versus the applied d.c. field
occurs. This minimum is studied in subsection 6.3.2.2. A dependence of the losses
on the sweep direction of the d.c. field is also observed (section 6.3.2.3). The
above-mentioned experiments on single-core wires illustrate the origin of this
behaviour. A disadvantage of the single-core wire is that loss calculations can
hardly be performed due to its geometry. This is why calculations on the losse:;
are performed on the multifilamentary wire, because some assumptions are showr
to be applicable for this type of wire.

A test wire with a mixed matrix was investigated with respect to the matrix
contribution to the losses (section 6.3.2.4). A mixed matrix is highly conductive
having resistive barriers that reduce the transverse component, at the same time
retaining the longitudinal component, as much as possible. This affects the
matrix loss contributions as presented in table 2. Irregularities of the configu-
ration of the wire that was observed complicate an explanation of the loss beha-
viour.

The loss behaviour in an applied longitudinal d.c. field was studied earlier
[53]. Existing theories deal with the so-called Longitudinal-Field Effect,
described in section 6.4.1 as far as they are of interest in our case.



Although the behaviour is not fully understood the losses can be described satis-
facorily if j is taken as an increasing function of the increasing longitudinal
field. Experiments performed by other authors in which j is determined directly
as a function of B, agree with this assumption (section 6.4.1 and 6.4.2).

6.2 Test set-up
The d.c. field is applied by a solenoid having a diameter of 63ran and a length

of 100 mm. The field-current ratio is 36 mT/A. The maximum obtainable field :s
2 T, which is sufficient to investigate most relevant features. A test facility
for fields up to 7 T [543 is under construction but could not be used in the
experiments described here.

In order to obtain the transverse and longitudinal field direction with re-
spect to the test wire, an adjustment of the test set-up of section 3.1 is
required. The test configuration is shown in figure 6.1. The board used for the

PRIMARY COIL
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ROGOWSK! COIL

JO'NTS

TEST WIRE

SUPPORT

O.C. COIL

\

Fig. 6.1 Test configuration in which both transverse and longitudinal d.c. fields
are imposed on the superconducting wire.
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expc.'Tents in chapter 4, is replaced by a tube with a radius of 20 mn so that
the radius of the test wires are smaller than 1 S o f this radius. This configu-
ration makes it possible to expose wire both to a transverse and a longitudinal
field. A current ^distribution between a section of the wire in the transverse
field and a section of the wire in the longitudinal field has to be considered.
This length for Cu'ii matrix wires, as described in chapter 3 is approximately
50 mm at 1 Hz. This length is 5 ran at 1 Hz for Cu matrix wires. In order to
research the redistribution of current, an extra joint was included in an experi-
ment with a CuHi matrix wire. Differences in measured losses with and without this
extra joint have not been observed.

The loss measurements were performed by the lock-in amplifier method described
in section 3.3. The benefit of this method in this case is that an analogous re-
cording of the losses versus the d.c. field can be obtained. The curent amplitude,
the compensation and the phase setting can be performed once for ever/ d.c. field
sweep. These settings were checked for d.c. values between 0 and 2 T.

6.3 Losses in transverse d.c. fields

6.3.1 Singl§;core_wire_|n_transyerse_dici_fields
An observation of the loss behaviour of the single-core wire illustrates the

following items:
a) With respect to the d.c. field:

(1) magnetization of the core,
(2) a dependence of the losses on d.c. electro magnetic history effect.

b) With respect to both the d.c field and transport current:
(3) the influence of a j c dependence on B.

Calculations of the losses in single-core wires are too extensive within the
framework of this thesis because of the complicated two-dimensional flux pattern
in the massive circular superconductor which occurs if both a field and a current
are applied. Current distribution patterns are suggested by Minervini [55], Pang
[56] and Ashkin [57] in the case where only an a.c. field is applied. Other
attempts to tackle the problem are mainly based on one-dimensional models H58,
593. In these calculations magnetization effects, like those which occured in
our case of a circular cross-section,are not included.



In the case of raltiifiUarentatry wires less calculate ens are rare feasible be-
cause a number of assumptions can he t*ade with respect to the geo^etr^. Therefore
the treatnvent in this section wi l l be wire of a qualitative nature fcam that in
the following section.

Possible current distributions at a certain given tine are shown in figure
6.2. After the f ie ld is f i r s t introduced (figure 6.2a), the current is Supplied

@

Fig 6.2 a Assumed magnetization current
distribution when a circular
wire is exposed to an external
field.

b Assumed magnetization current
distribution when a circular
wire is exposed to an external
field and a transport current is
introduced afterwards.

(figure 6.2b). Because of the shielding capability of the superconductor the
external field induces magnetization currents. These have opposite directions
but the same magnitude, therefore they do not contribute to the transport
current. An applied transport current runs near the surface of the superconduc-
tor. We expect that the location of the magnetization currents is affected by
the addition of this current. The field at the location of the transport current
is determined by the magnetization currents. This effect plays a role in det3rmi-
nina the losses if the critical current dcDends on the local naanetic induction.



Fig. 6.3 Transport-current loss voltage of a single-core wire (no 10} versus the
transverse d.c. field for 1 = 40 A and f =40 Hz with the sweep sequence
included.

The measurement results of the losses, given in figure 6.3, can be explained
by the above-mentioned considerations. In this experiment the field sweep changes
direction several times, as is indicated in the figure. The change of direction
occurs at different values and this results in different loss values. This demon-
strates that previous electromagnetic states of the superconducting material
play a role. The magnetization currents, the direction of which depends on the
direction of the field sweep, are responsible for this behaviour. The magnetiza-
tion currents influence both the field magnitude and the location of the trans-
port current, so that various less values for a given external field are possible.
We shall not consider the effect on the location of the transport current here.

The effect on the local magnetic field is twofold. In the vicinity of the x-
axis in figure 6.2 the variation in the flux distribution is equivalent to that
in the case, of a superimposed d.c. current as described in section 4.6.5 where a
minimum in the losses versus the d.c. current has been observed. In the vicinity
of the y-axis the field is increased or decreased at the location of the transport
current. The losses decrease or increase respectively according to the considera-
tions of equation 4.11.

J



Although an exact description of the measuring result is hardly possiMe
at this stage of a.c. investigations, i t offers an opportunity to verify f»de1s
on current distribution under siniliar conditions in a single filament of a
multifiiamentary wire.

6.3.2 Hu]tifi]amentar^wijre_in_dic1_transverse_fieWs

6.3.2.1 Critical current density versus field
If the d.c. field is much larger than the field caused by the transport

current and if the magnetization effects can be neglected, which is possible if
the filament diameter is small, the critical current can be considered to be only
dependent on the d.c. field. If we assume the Kim relation for j (B) (equation

c
4.13) is valid, equation 4.11 for the losses in this case becomes:

«•«*
(6.1)

The loss results of wire no 7 (page 13, table 1) are shown in figure 6.4. Equation
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Fig. 6.4 Transport-current loss voltage of a multifilamentary wire (no 7) versus
the transverse d.c. field for various current amplitudes and 40 Hz.

6.1 is satisfied for f ield values somewhat larger than those of the sel f- f ie ld,
i



therefore i t is possible to d'eterare j The pa rasters of the Kin model
and Bo derived fron expression 6.1 are: j : i = £.3 I510 A/ir arid Bo = 0.40 T. The
j (B) relation has also been deterrined by applying the V-J characteristic
nethod. The measured results of both rathods are given in fïrjre 6.5. A consider-

1 w,
Fig. 6.5 The critical current density of a multifilamentary wire (no 7) measured

. a) according to equation 6.1 (-e-) and,b) the V-I characteristicmethod

ably higher value for low fields is found with the loss method using expression
6.1. As has been discussed by Wilson [37] the self-field cannot be neglected for
low applied fields.

We observe a minimum and a weak dependence of the sweep direction for values
of B. smaller than 0.2 T in the loss curves of figure 6.4. However, the model
leading to expression 6.1 and the resulting j (B) curve show the validity of the
Kim model in the field range of 0.2 - 2.0 T.

6.3.2.2 Minimum in the losses versus the d.c. field
A minimum is observed in the lossesasa functionof the d.c. field. It occurs if

the fieldisin theorderof magnitudeof the field of firit full penetration of the fila-
ment. This minimum is also found fora sn"ngle-core wire, but a remarkable difference is
that the locationof the minimum for multifilamentary wires does not depend on the current i



amplitude as it does for a single-core wire.
In order to explain the less behaviour two radeUs are dealt with runen tally.

The first model gives a good quantitative explanation for the less results, but it
does not lead to an explanation of the rim run. Ike second node! dees lead to a
rrrininuim in tine losses but only a qualitative agreement is obtained.

The assumptions and starting points of the first model are:
1} The dependence of j on B is incorporated in the model; j^ and Bj of the Kim

model are found by curve fitting.
2) The vectorial summation of the self-field and the external field has been taken

for the local field inside the wire in order to elaborate 4.15 and 4.16.
3) The penetration of the transport current is radially syrraetric.
If tie latter demand is satisfied, the current in the tuisted filament is constant
and therefore independent of 9. The loss results of measurements on wire no 18 of
table 1 are given together with the calculated results of this model in figure
6.6. In the case of larger current amplitudes the agreement between both results

SOA

to A

Fig. 6.6 Measured transport current losses of a multifilamentary wire (no IS)
versus the transverse d.c. field for various current amplitudes and
f = 40 Hz. Calculated values according to the first model of this
section are indicated (D).

is worse but for lower amplitudes it is good.
The j 0 and Bo values obtained by curve fitting agree within 5 % with the values _J
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obtained by the. method of expression 6.1 (j0 = 2.5 10
10 A/m2, Bo = 0.40 T). A

minimum in the losses does not occur in this model. The possible cause is that no
distinction is made with respect to the flux profiles at the positions inside the
wire where the self-field is either added to or subtracted from the d.c. field. In
order to achieve this distinction the multifilamentary wire is simulated by a set
of shells as illustrated in figure 5.7. The wire is divided into two sections.

B
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Fig. 6.7 Model for calculating the self-field flux distribution inside a multi-
filamentary wire which is exposed to a transverse d.c. field using
a slab approximation.

In the first section the self-field is added to the external field (x<0) in the
other section the self-field is subtracted from the d.c. field (x>0). This opera-
tion resembles starting point no 2 of the first model. The demand that the
current in a corresponding filament slab of both sections is equal, is satisfied
if the self-field component of the field is the same for both filament sections.
The calculations of the flux profiles is the same as described in chapter 4 for
the case of a massive superconductor. The boundary conditions between the
various slabs are determined at the location of the wire where the self-field
and d.c. field are summated. The calculated loss results of this model are given
in figure 6.8. The resemblance with the results of the loss measurements in fi-
gure 6.6 is remarkable, although the magnitude differs by a factor 3. The assump-
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Fig. 6.8 Calculated transport current losses of a multifilamentary wire
(no 18) versus the transverse d.c. field for various current amplitudes
and f =40 Hz according to the second model in this section.

tions with respect to the geometry are mainly responsible for this factor.
It can be shown from both the loss simulation and the experimental results on

various types of wire that the location and magnitude of the loss minimum depends
on the diameter of the filaments. The value of the d.c. field where the minimum
occurs (8 d c n i n) increases v/ithan increasing diameter of the filaments. The rela-
tion between B. . and Df., is proportional in good approximation. For small
amplitudes the multifilamentary wire behaves like a single-core wire, because
the first layer of filaments is only occupied by current. The magnitude of the
minimum increases with an increasing diameter of the filaments. The above-men-
tioned considerations are only justified if the critical current density is the
same for the various types of wire. This demand is satisfied for NbTi commercial
wires we tested. Similar loss results of Asdente [60] also show that the propor-
tional dependence of B. . on Df., is a good approximation.

J
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6.3.2.3 Dependence of losses on sweep direction

In the previous subsections it was shown that the losses increase with an in-

creasing transverse d.c. field. This could be explained by the dependence of j c

on B. It was also shown that the occurence of a minimum in the losses versus the

d.c. field is explained by flux distribution considerations with respect to the

various filaments.

In this subsection a dependence of the losses on the sweep direction is dealt

with. This dependence is illustrated in figure 6.9. Three loss curves 1, 2 and 3

-02 -0.1 C 01 02

Fig. 6.9 Measured-transport current loss voltage of a multifilamentary wire (no 8)

versus the transverse d.c. field for 1= 100 A and f =40 Hz. (+: magneti-

zation currents excluded).

of wire no 8 (table 1) are given in the figure; two curves 1 and 2 belong to the

different sweep directions, the middle curve 3 is obtained with the magnetization

currents eliminated. This is possible by heating the superconductor above T £ at

the desired value of the d.c. field and afterwards cooling it before the current

is introduced. The minimum of the losses as a function of the d.c. field is pre-

sent in all cases, which proves that it is not caused by the magnetization

currents induced by the d.c. field as has already been seen in the previous sub-

section.

The magnetization of the wire is determined by that of the filaments. The total



magnetization is calculated to be:

(6.2)

The actual direction of the magnetization depends on the sweep direction. The
filaments have to be completely saturated in this case, so that:

B i > B p B = 1
P T

Rfil (6.3)

B is the field of first full penetration of the filament C61J.
The transport current is situated in a relatively small section near the sur-

face of the wire. The critical current density is affected by the magnetization
of the wire in the vicinity of the y-axis because the magnetization causes the
local magnetic induction to increase or decrease as illustrated in figure 6.10.

Fig. 6.10 Illustration of the contribution of the magnetization to the magnitude
of the local field.

Equation 6.1 can now be transformed into:

BdcB° + B (6.4)
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It is possible to make a rough estimation of the upper limit of the maximum
difference between the losses of curves 1 and 2. The following assumptions are
necessary for this estimation:
1) The whole wire is affected by the magnetization currents which implies that a

demagnetization factor is not included.
2) The critical current is only affected by the applied fields and not by the

fields caused by the transport currents.
3) The dependence of j on B is given by the Kim model.

o = 3.9 109 TA/m 2 and Bo = 0.35 T determined as described in section 6.
3.2.1.

The maximum difference between the losses AQ of curves 1 and 3 in figure 6.9
occurs at a d.c. field of 0.09 T. For this field value j = 8.86 109 A/m2 accor-
ding to assumption 3. Furthermore uoft is calculated using expression 6.2, which
results in 0.10 T. Values for j if the magnetization is added to the applied
d.c. field or subtracted from the d.c. field are nj c i = 7.2 10

9 A/m^ and nj'C2=
10.8 109 A/m2 respectively according to assumption 3. The maximum difference in
the losses AQ if equation 6.4 holds, is 40 % of the averaged loss. The value ob-
tained from the measurements of figure 6.9 is 10 %. The upper limit derived
differs a factor of 4 with the measured values. This is mainly caused by assump-
tion 1.

6.3.2.4 Loss behaviour of wire with a mixed matrix
This type of wire (no 11, table 1) is especially designed for pulsed magnets.

The filament diameter is small (1 ytn) in order to diminish the hysteresis losses
in external a.c. fields as much as possible. CuNi barriers are included in order
to obtain a reduction of the matrix losses. Ogasawara [62] investigated this wire
for its a.c. field behaviour and concluded that it is applicable for a.c. pur-
poses. In addition to these investigations we researched the current-carrying
behaviour under a.c. and d.c. transport current conditions.

The losses caused by an a.c. transport current are measured for various ampli-
tudes (figure 6.11) and for various frequencies (figure 6.12) as a function of
a transverse d.c. field.

We have observed an anomalous loss behaviour which is not described by the
theory of the previous subsections. In the first place an inversely proportional
dependence of the losses on the frequency occurs and secondly a rather excep-
tional increase of the losses for large current amplitudes is present. The first
effect indicates that an Ohmic loss contribution takes place and the second effect
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Fig. 6.11 Measured transport-current loss voltage of a mixed matrix wire (no 11)
versus the transverse d.c. field for various current amplitudes and
f =40 Hz.
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Fig. 6.12 Measured transport current losses of a mixed matrix wire (no 11)
versus the transverse d.c. field for various frequencies and 1 = 3 0 A.
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predicts a considerable current sharing by the matrix.
We suspected that the wire configuration has defects and after visual inspec-

tion rupture of the filaments was found. If this rupture is not a satisfactory
explanation of the above-mentioned phenomena, it could be the large fluctuations
cf the filament diameter, which are as high as 10. Another inspection was perfor-
med using the V-I characteristic method. The voltage that is already present
during the supply of small d.c. currents is also an indication of the defects in
the filament configuration (figure 6.13).

Fig. 6.13 Measured V-I characteristic of the tested mixed matrix wire (no 11)
(test length 3 m).

Information about other normal contributions to the losses caused by the eddy
currents in the matrix cannot be derived from the loss plots; due to the fact
that the amount is small compared with the previously described Ohmic losses.

It is remarkable that in the loss curves no significant minimum occurs and
that there is no relevant dependence on the sweep directions. Both phenomena can
be directly explained by the fact that the filaments have a very small diameter.
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6.4 Losses in longitudinal d.c. fields

6.4.1 §ingle^core_wire_in_longitudinal_d1c1_fields

The resulting field of the longitudinal d.c. field and the self-field provides

a field configuration in which the field is not perpendicular to the transport

current. The phenomena which are reported in literature under the name Longitudi-

nal-Field Effect and which are of interest for our experiments can be summarized

as follows:

1) The critical current increases with increasing field [63].

2) The transport current losses decrease with increasing field [53].

3) Irreversible magnetization effects occur if the d.c. field is swept [64J.

Although the Longitudinal-Field Effect has been studied during three decades

no satisfactory explanation can be given of its origin. New suggestions have

recently been published by Yamafuji [65] but an overall explanation was not given.

Experiments concerning item 3 have been performed by Funaki [64] but are differ-

ent from our test arrangement. A set of single cores was submitted to a longitu-

dinal d.c. field and a transverse a.c. field. Magnetization experiments with

respect to both directions were performed.

A.c. transport current loss measurements, performed on a single-core wire (no

10, table 1) in a longitudinal d.c. field show similar features (figure 6.14). If

-Q2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2

Fig. 6.14 Measured transport-current loss voltage of a single-core wire (no 10)

versus the longitudinal d.c. field for I=40 A and f=40 Hz with the

sweep sequence indicated.
i
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the field is swept several times a small but significant difference in the losses

is observed. This effect does not depend on the d.c. field value at which the

sweep direction is changed as in the case of transverse d.c. fields. After the

magnetization currents due to the d.c. field have been eliminated by heating the

superconductor and cooling it afterwards, the sweep sequence can be repeated,

again giving the difference in the losses for every sweep cycle of the d.c.

field. After several cycles the losses at a d.c. field value decay to a final

^oss value. The described behaviour can, according to Funaki [64], be called the

consequence of irreversible magnetization effects.

Apart from the above considerations the loss measurements show a different

behaviour compared with the measurements in a transverse d.c. field. Instead of

an increase of the losses we observe a decrease with the increasing d.c. field.

The actual behaviour of the flux profile as a function of time is not known but

the Critical State Model can be used if j is assumed to increase with increasing

field but this looks unrealistic. However, Fevrier's measurements [63] to deter-

mine J_(B) (figure 6.15), based on the V-I characteristic method (section 4.3)

also show an increase of j with the increasing longitudinal d.c. field.

B//IT]

Fig. 6.15 Critical current density of a NbTi single-core wire having a radius of

10.7 pm versus the longitudinal field for various transverse fields

according to reference [63]
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6.4.2 Myltifi}amentar^_wire_in_longitudina2_dici_fields
The f i r s t type of wire which has been tested is a multifilamentary wire with

a matrix of low conductivity (no 7, table 1). The results of the loss measure-
ments (figure 6.16) do not show an observable dependence on the sweep direction,

100 A

80A

-60A

05 15 20

Fig. 6.16 Measured transport-current loss voltage of a multifilamentary wire (no
7) versus the longitudinal d.c. field for various current amplitudes
and f =40 Hz.

but this is plausible because magnetization effects in the filaments of 7 ym are
apparantely very small. A monotone decrease of the losses with increasing field is
observed and the same has been previously seen in the case of the single-core wire.
A maximum is only found in the case of small field values (figure 6.17).

Another type of wire is a multifilamentary one with a mixed matrix (no 11,
table 1). Loss measurements have been carried out at various current amplitudes
and for various frequencies. The results are given in figures 6.18 and 6.19. The
frequency dependence of the losses found has also been observed in the previous
section on the behaviour in transverse fields. Two more items are remarkable.
Firstly the decrease of the losses versus the field is followed by an increase
at a relatively low d.c. field. Secondly a sweep dependence of the losses is ob-
served which is shown to be a function of the sweep rate. The increase of the
losses with increasing field can be understood by considering the small twist
pitch of the wire causing an angle between the filament and the external field of
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Fig. 6.17 Measured transport-current loss voltage of a multifilamentary wire (no
7) versus the longitudinal d.c. f ield in the vicinity of the f ield of
f i rs t fu l l penetration of the filament for various current amolitudes
and f = 40 Hz.

Fig. 6.18 Measured transport-current loss voltage of a mixed matrix wire (no 11)
versus the longitudinal d.c. f ield for various current amplitudes and
f =40 Hz.
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Fig. 6.19 Measured transport current losses o*" a mixed matrix wire (no 11)
versus the longitudinal d.c. field for various frequencies and 1 = 30 A.

30° at the outer radius. This is consistent with Fevricr's results on j (Bj^B,, )
presented in figure 6.15. These show that a transverse field diminishes the in-
crease of j with increasing longitudinal field.

The sweep rate dependence of the losses is probably caused by the weak coup-
ling of the filaments and the mixed matrix to the longitudinal d.c. field which
is swept. During the increase of this d.c. field the outer "layer of filaments
will carry an induced current. This current in the outer filaments is a magneti-
zation current. The inner filaments carry the return current so that the induced
ones do not contribute to the transport current. Despite this the transport
current is affected. Ries [66] and Türck C67] describe these features in order to
determine the losses in longitudinal a.c. fields. After having interrupted the
field sweep we find losses which decay to a certain level with a time constant of
approximately 10 sec. This constant can be approximated by a formula given by
Türck C67]:
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O eff

T. efL— (6>5)

1 is half the length of the wire which is submitted to the d.c. field being about
100 mm. o g f f has been determined by Ogasawara [62] being 1.4 10

9 (nm)"1.
How the actual induced current pattern influences the losses will not be pre-

sented here as both the geometry due to twisting and the j dependence on Bz and
B.. are very complicated and form no relevant part of this thesis.

6.5. Discussion and conclusions
The measuring technique that was developed in order to obtain the a.c. trans-

port current losses in d.c. fields, provides a useful and accurate method for
verifying complicated models for current distributions inside superconductors.
The results of the models with respect to the transverse d.c. field developed in V
this work, agree-with most observations. However, it has not been possible to
find quantitative agreement in all cases partly due to geometrical inperfeetions.

The critical current density has been measured as a function cf the trans-
verse field for field values larger than the self-field. Rupture and a non-uni-
form diameter of the filaments can be detected by the determination of the a.c.
transport current losses in a transverse d.c. field.

On the issue of loss reduction with the help of a d.c. field the following
remarks can be made. If a d.c. transverse field is applied a loss minimum occurs
at a certain field level. The possible loss reduction is determined by the
diameter of the filaments. Relatively large filaments are required to obtain a
relevant loss reduction. However, it should be mentioned that in applied a.c.
fields larger filaments give larger losses [683. Also the enlargement of the
filaments can lead to unstable behaviour with respect to the d.c. background
field. An instability has been occasionally observed which during a field sweep
leads to the elimination of the magnetization currents while the transport
current remains. In this case the transport current losses change to values in
agreement with the situation when magnetization currents are not present. The
above-mentioned considerations do not justify an extensive attempt to reduce the
losses by means of transverse fields.

The presence of d.c. longitudinal fields suggests a profitable option for loss
reduction. Also in this case the application of transverse a.c. fields can lead
to higher losses due to the increasing value of the critical current density.
Furthermore the direction of the field may not deviate too much from the longitu-
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dinal direction as this limits the permitted rate of twisting. Further investi-
gation of longitudinal d.c. fields applied in a transfonner showed a loss reduc-
tion of a factor 5 [69].

i
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CHAPTER 7

A.C. TRANSPORT CURRENT LOSSES IN TRANSVERSE A.C. MAGNETIC FIELDS

7.1 Introduction

The subject of investigation in chapters 4 and 5 is the a.c. transport current
without an externally applied d.c. or a.c. field. In chapter 6 the wire carrying
an a.c. transport current is exposed to d.c. fields of various directions and
magnitudes.

The research reported in this chapter concentrates on the a.c. transport
current losses in an externally applied transverse a.c. magnetic field. The
latter case usually occurs in practice, for instance in a.c. coiH [27, 70, 71].
The ratio between field and current depends on the location of the wire in the
a.c. coil. The experimental arrangement described in this chapter can generate
both the a.c. current and a.c. field simultaneously as in the case of an a.c.
coil but their magnitudes can be varied independently by applying separate
sources. The applied a.c. magnetic field contributes to the dissipation inside
the wire. In order to detect this loss contribution the test configuration used
in chapters 4 and 5 and described in chapter 3 had to be adjusted by including
pick-up coils.

The loss contribution of the a.c. field without a transport current was inves-
tigated by Carr [72, 73], Kwasnitza [74], Campbell [29] and Rem [75]. They showed
the influence of the matrix on the losses which comprise those of the eddy-
current and coupling-current losses. The aim of this chapter is to concentrate on
the loss.behaviour of the superconductor. Therefore the matrix contribution to
the losses is suppressed as much as possible.

The effect that appears on the transport current distribution caused by the
applied a.c. field is called the External-Field Effect. It has been previously
studied theoretically by several authors [15, 16, 76, 77], who mainly emphasized
the loading behaviour of d.c. magnets. A different case, namely that of a d.c.
transport current in an a.c. field has also been studied [11, 12, 78, 79, 80, 811
Theoretical studies on the issue of the combined action of an a.c. transport
current and an a.c. field have recently been published [82]. Here the transport
current distribution is assumed to be either fully localized in the outer fila-
ments or to be uniform. As far as we know the only experimental set-up to measure
both the a.c. transport current loss and the a.c. field loss has been constructed
by Ogasawara [83] who used a multifilamentary composite wire of highly conductive
material for the matrix. The subject of his study was to determine the influence

J
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of the field rate on the various loss contributions. Ogasawara assumed a uniform
current distribution in all cases. Our purpose is to obtain the a.c. transport
current losses in order to verify a model on the current distribution.

An aspect of this current distribution under applied a.c. field conditions is
the influence on the self-field stability (chapter 5), first mentioned by Wilson
[15]. This subject is briefly discussed in section 7.4.2.

7.2 Measurement arrangement
The tested multifilamentary wire (page 13» table 1, no 18) has a low conduc-

tive matrix of CuNi. We calculated that the eddy-current contribution is smaller
than 1 % under the applied test conditions. The composite wire and the filaments
have diameters of 200 urn and 12.7 urn respectively. The ratio of the NbTi super-
conductor to the total volume is 0.44. The number of filaments is 114. The depen-
dence of the critical current density on the magnetic field has been obtained as
described in chapter 6:

JC(B) JoBo/(Bo (7.1)

with j 0 = 2.78 10
10A/m2 and Bo = 0.40 T. Relevant data related to the critical

current density are presented in table 3.

Table 3. Data of 0.2 mm NbTi/CuNi 114 filaments n = 0.45
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The wire is exposed to an a.c. field achieved by a set of coaxial solenoids
incorporated in a specially designed configuration (figure 7.1). The objective of
this arrangement is to reduce the self-inductance of the a.c. coil so that rela-
tively larger fields and field rates can be achieved. The a.c. field is generated
in the volume between the a.c. coils which implies that the current directions of
both coils have opposite directions. The coil design has the advantage that the
a.c. field in the test volume between the solenoids where the test wire is situ-
ated, is constant within 2 % for 96 % of the test volume. The wire used for
the a.c. coils is a NbTi multifilamentary wire (table 1, no 5). The number of
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Fig. 7.1 The measuring apparatus:
1) Support
2) d.c. coil
3) inner a.c. coil
4) outer a.c. coil
5) outer pick-up coil
6) inner pick-up coil
7) outer compensation coil
8) inner compensation coil
9) test wire.

V.

turns is 2440, situated in 8 layers for the outer coil and 3050 in 10 layers for
the inner coil. The dimensions are given in figure 7.2. Applying trapezoidal ramp
fields an upper field of 0.5 T with a rate of 50 T/s can be achieved. The coil
constant is 60 mT/A and the self-inductance 0.04 H. The maximum obtainable ampli-
tude of the a.c. field depends on the applied d.c. field. Up to 0.8 T an ampli-
tude of 0,5 T can be achieved but for a background field of 2.0 T an amplitude
of 0.25 T is the limit.

In order to vary the critical current density a d.c. field is applied. The
d.c. coil has a coil constant of 36 mT/A and a self-inductance of 0.6 H.
The d.c. coil is shunted with a 0.1 n resistor to avoid feedback to the
d.c. supply, caused by a remaining minor coupling with the a.c. field. The re-
maining effect on the field of the a.c. coils of the d.c. coil is calculated to
be less than 1 % and found to be 2 %. This is due to the differences between the
designed and the achieved geometry of the a.c. coil set.
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In order to obtain the magnetization losses caused by the a.c. field, a pick-
up coil system is required. This system consists of an outer and an inner pick-up
coil. The latter is necessary in order to prevent that loss effects of the inner
a.c. coil are included. The pick-up coils are constructed with wire having a rela-
tively low conductivity a = 2 106 (flm)"1 and a small radius R = 50 ym. The coil
consists of 1 layer of 50 turns with a lenght of 10 mm. The low conductivity and
the small radius avoid eddy-current losses in the coil wire caused by the a.c.
field. The losses of the pick-up coils have been calculated to be less than 0.1 %
of the measured losses in the case of the largest applied sweep rate.

In order to compensate for the empty coil effect a set of compensation coils
is placed in series with the corresponding pick-up coils. Extra compensation is
required because the hand-wound coils do not meet the specifications calculated
in every instance. For this purpose a toroid with a mutual induction of 254 pm
is placed outside the cryostate in series with the a.c. coil. Phase shifts caused
by this toroid are less restrictive than in the case of total toroidal compensa-
tion. A minor coupling between pick-up coil and the transport current circuit is
compensated by means of a variable Rogowski pick-up voltage (figure 3.2).

The relation between the measured pick-up voltage and the a.c. field loss can
be calculated by applying the Poynting vector. We assume that the magnetic a.c.
field is homogeneous at the position of the pick-up coil. Demagnetization effects
are thus neglected. This is justified because the size of the filament diameter
is small compared with that of the gap between the sot of pick-up coils. The
Poynting vector perpendicular to the surface of the pick-ap coil is represented
by E .H where E is the electric field in the direction of the pick-up coil winding.9 ac 9
It is directly related to the measured voltage. The a.c. field loss per period
and unit of length is given as:

( vp.u. B a c d t <7'2)

with h the length of the pick-up coils and N the number of turns of the pick-up
coil. v„ .. is tne pick-up coil voltage and I the length of the test wire. Thep • u •
a.c. transport current has been supplied according to a procedure described in
chapter 3. The test wire is wound bifilary between the set of a.c. coils with a
distance between the turns of 1.1 mm to minimize disturbing interaction of the
self-field of the neighbouring test wires (fig. 7.2). A coupling between the trans-
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Fig. 7.2 View of the bifilary wound
test wire and the poten-
tial wire.

1) Support
2) test wire
3) compensation loop in

series with the poten-
tial wire

4) inner a.c. coil with
corresponding pick-up
and compensation coils

5) outer a.c. coil
6) outer pick-up coil
7) outer compensation coil.

\\

port current loop and the a.c. field was observed to be 0.2 A/T which is negli-
gible, especially if field and current have the same shape in time. The primary
coil and Rogowski pick-up coil are chosen in accordance with the description in
chapter 3 (figure 2.3). The current ratio is 100. The a.c. transport current
losses dissipated in a relatively long test sample provide a reduction of the
current rate during a ramp of 4 %. This is a consequence of inducing the current
by means of a transformer. The method used, for determining the losses, however,
excludes errors because of the direct elaboration of the Poynting integral by
the computer.

The locations of the terminals for measuring the longitudinal voltage caused by
the a.c. transport current in the test wire are shown in figure 7.2. The loop in
series with the terminal wire provides a first-order compensation of the induc-
tive voltage caused by the self-field intersecting the area between test and
terminal wires. It is situated outside the a.c. coil because there is no room
between the bifilary-wound test wire. Apart from this compensation the variable
Rogowski pick-up coil voltage is required for complete compensation with respect
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to the transport current. Furthermore the field of the a.c. coil intersects the
area enclosed by the terminal and test wires. The compensation loop is also used
for the purpose of suppressing this component but complete exclusion is also, in
this case, impossible. Therefore external compensation by means of the toroid
voltage is necessary.

So far the compensation procedure is similar to that of the pick-up coils
voltage case. Compensation is required for the inductive component of its own
energy supply and that of the other supply. In the case of the voltage across the
test wire, a component is present which is proportional to the compensated pick-
up voltage. This is caused by the fact that the area between the terminal wire
centre and the test wire centre is intersected by the demagnetization field. Al-
though this component was shown to be neglectible in the case of large transport
currents, it is disturbing for currents in the vicinity of zero. A kind of com- \
pensation technique has been developed based on the following derivation. Let the
disturbing voltage be V.. t and the actual voltage of interest V l e s $. The follow-
ing holds for the measured loss value:

" a c W dt <7-3)

Using the fact that B,_ is proportional to I we require, in the case that I
<*C aC 3C

is still zero, that:

dt • ° <7-4)

This can be established after two test recordings by linear interpolation.
Compensation in all other cases has been performed by assuming that the voltages
are continuous at the start of a ramp (figure 7.3). The use of trapezoidal ramp
fields and currents considerably facilitates the compensation performance in this
respect.

A scheme of the complete compensation arrangement is shown in figure 7.4. The
amplifiers used have a maximum amplification of 1000. The bandwidth is limited to
10 kHz.

A review of the test set-up is presented by figure 7.5 including the computer,
the convertors and the power amplifiers. The computer controls the desired
field and current shape described in chapter 3. A consequence of the parallel
controlling of the two power amplifiers is that the time constant determined by j
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Fig. 7.3 Compensation in which an inductive component is subtracted from the
response in order to improve the resolution.

V

Vterminol ^

»pick-up inner;

Vpick-up outer.

'shunt

Fig. 7.4 Compensation set-up.

J -
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Fig. 7.5 Measurement arrangement with the various coupling possibilities indicated.

LJ-RJ and Lg-Rg requires the same value. This can be achieved within the range of
resistors which are available.

The test frequency is chosen to be 11 Hz. The number of recorded and averaged
periods is 40 for the voltage across the test wire. In this way noise, especially
thatof 50 Hz, is cancelled out satisfactorily. The other signals for recording have
been averaged over 5 periods. The horizontal and ramp parts of the trapezoidal
ramp current and field are chosen to have the same time. The sample rate is 400 us.

7.3 A.c. transport current losses with applied a.c. fields

7.3.1 Theoretical_cgnsiderations
If an a.c. field is not applied the fully localized current distribution

appears in the multifilamentary wire because twisting does not decouple the fila-
ments and the self-field as described in section 4.6.2. Due to the presence of an
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a.c. field the current is spread out over the surface of the cross-section more
homogeneously. In the case of external a.c. fields which are much larger than
the self-field, even every filament will carry the same amount of current. The
transport current losses caused by the a.c. field are also called dynamic losses.
In our case a division of loss contributions with respect to the transport
current has not been considered.

In order to describe the losses, it appears to be possible to define a resis-
tivity for the multifilamentary wire:

Rf*|i|
" ' (7-5)

with R-* = ir/uR... R, is the radius of the filament.
T T T

The diffusion equation will be solved here in order to calculate the current
distribution and losses.

r ar K dr' p d at
 K''°'

The following assumptions are required for the validity of the application of
7.5 and 7.6: \
1) The twist pitch is much larger than the radius of the wire. This is the case

for most pracitical multifilamentary wires. Due to the twist pitch the fila-
ments are decoupled from the external field. A low conductive matrix is neces-
sary both with respect to the decoupling of the external field and the appli-
cability of expression 7.5. The latter should otherwise be extended.

2) The magnitude of the external field is much larger than the field of first
full penetration of the filament B_.

3) No saturation of j occurs: j < nj c. This case is called the unsaturated case.
Here j is the mean current density averaged over one filament and its surroun-
dings.

In our case the current and the field are taken to have the same shape depending
on the time:

B(t) = K I(t) (7.7)

The validity of expression 7.5 is shown by the following considerations.
Figure 7.6 illustrates the electric field inside a filament caused by a ramp

field with full penetration of the field. The filament is assumed to have a square j
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Fig. 7.6 Electric field in a filament
caused by a field sweep.

Fig. 7.7 Electric field in a filament
caused by a field sweep and
a transport current.

cross-sectional shape. E(x) is found by solving aE/ax = -3B/3t with E being zero
at the centre of the filament x = 0. The latter is only satisfied if the filaments
are not coupled with the a.c. field.

If a current is introduced into the filament the situation shown in figure 7.7
arises. Zero electric field is obtained at x = a in this case. The overall
current density j is given by:

(7.8)

The accompanying mean electric f ield Ë value is given by:

Ê = |B|.a

The resistivity is expressed by:

C. T

d H n j _

(7.9)

(7.10) J
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Fig. 7.8 Theoretical a.c. transport current losses of a multifilamentary wire in
applied a.c. fields versus the normalized current amplitude for various
normalized field amplitudes. The transition of the fully unsaturated
state to the partially saturated state is included (-•-). The horizon-
tal lines are expressed by equation 7.12.

If zero E does not appear inside the filament, the filament is saturated with
transport current:

3 = nj. (7.11)

In the case of saturation the partial differential equation of 7.6 is not valid.
Regarding the fully unsaturated case only, equation 7.6 can be solved analyti-
cally. Considering jc as a constant, the loss per cycle and unit of length is
expressed by:

8I2
-F

2KIR,
(7.12)

with:

F =
Ber0 - Ber0 Bei0 + Bei

+ Bei
(7.13)

V
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These expressions and an extension for the dependence of j c on B are given in a
memorandum [84]. Saturation appearing in the outer filaments transforms the
mathematical problem into the so-called Stephan problem [851 and as far as we
know an analytical solution is not known in this case. Therefore numerical
calculations have been performed which are also described in the previously
mentioned publication [84]. Trie calculated a.c. transport current losses for j
is a constant are given in figure 7.8. The variables required to des-
cribe the losses are i = I/I and b = irR<*B/(n0Ic) only. Therefore this loss con-
tribution can be found if R? and I are known as wire parameters.
A quasi-resistive loss behaviour, Q- I2, can be observed which can be expected
from expression 7.12.

The behaviour of a wire under pure self-field conditions is obtained if the limit
of B goes to zero. The description in chapter 4 is applicable.
A transition of the fully unsaturated to the partially saturated state occurs for
an increasing i in the case of a constant b. A relation has been derived to des-
cribe the location where j = njc appears at the surface of the wire for the first
time [84]. This relation is indicated in figure 7.8. A possible current distribu-
tion, given in figure 7.9 can be derived from the numerical calculations.

1.0

Fig. 7.9 Calculated transport current distribution of a multifilamentary wire
caused by the combined action of an a.c. field and an a.c. transport
current for I(t) = 0, i = 0.5 and b = 0.01.

"\

i
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7.3.2 fxgerimental results_and_discussions
Results of measured a.c. transport current losses are given in figures 7.10,

7.11 and 7.12 for background d.c. fields of 2.0, 0.8 and 0.0 T respectively. The

0 25 A 30
I [A]

Fig. 7.10 Measured and calculated (—) a.c. transport current losses of a multi-
filamentary wire (no 18) versus the a.c. transport current amplitude
for various applied a.c. field amplitudes with a background field of
2.0 T. The dashed line (—) indicates the transition to the partially
saturated state.
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Fig. 7.11 Measured and calculated (—)

a.c. transport current

losses of a multifilamen-

tary wire (no 18) versus

the a.c. transport current

amplitude for various

applied a.c. field ampli-

tudes with a background

field of 0.8 T. The dashed

line (—) indicates the

transition to the partially

saturated state.

5a 60 70
H A ] ,

Fig. 7.12 Measured and calculated (—)

a.c. transport current

losses of a multifilamen-

tary wire (no 18) versus

the a.c. transport current

amplitude for various

applied a.c. field ampli-

tudes without a background

field. The dashed line (—)

indicates the transition to

the partially saturated

state.
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calculated results according to section 7.3.1 are included and were performed
using a j (B) dependence according to expression 7.1. In the case of 2.0 T a
difference in the loss results is not significant compared with the approach
using j as a constant. The agreement between theory and experiment is satisfac-
tory. This emphasizes the justification of the assumption that quasi-resistive
behaviour plays a role. Deviations occur for small B due to the finite filament
diameter and therefore the demand B»B is not satisfied in this case. Minor de-
viations for small I and large B can be the result of the compensation perfor-
mance and the irregularity cf the outer filament distribution can also play a role.
Verification of the theory for large I up to I is not possible because the maxi-
mum obtainable current is only half of I . This maximum current amplitude is
achieved for current and field values at which saturation occurs. Wilson [15] and
Duchateau [16] assume that the self-field stability as discussed in chapter 5 im-
proves When a.c. fields redistribute the current over the cross-section of the
wire. An increase of the maximum current amplitude is not observed in our case.
It is remarkable however, that the contrary, namely a reduction of the maximum
current amplitude caused by a reduction of j due to larger B values,is also not
demonstrable.

7.4. A.c. magnetic field losses with applied a.c. currents

7.4.1 Iheoretical_considerations
The derived current distribution in the previous section provides the oppor-

tunity to calculate the local magnetization inside the wire. Observing figure
7.13 it is possible to approach the denoted boundary:

a = X Rf (7.14)

The magnetization per unit of length for one filament is expressed by:

M = 2 T j /l-x2' dx (7.15)

'a
The local magnetization can be expressed by:

11 • £ " J c Rf < l - ^

The magnetization depends on j which in turn depends on the externally applied
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field. This expression (7.16) enables us to obtain the total magnetization loss

per cycle and unit of length by numerical integration over both volume and

applied field in the appropriate way. Some features that can lead to a deviation

are: the not fully satisfied demand that B » B , the fact that equation 7.14 is an

approach and not taking into account the J*{3) dependence with respect to e; B is taken as

equal to the maximum of both external field and self-field. Also the arbritrarily

assumed straight boundary between the areas of +j c and - j c in figure 7.13, which

Fig. 7.13 Assumed current distribution in a filament caused by the combined ac-

tion of an a.c. field and an a.c. transport current.

is not in accordance with reality, can lead to deviations. Pang [56J and Ashkin

[57] calculated the boundary by numerical calculations in the case of an applied

zero current. Pang derived analytical approximations for the magnetization losses

expressed by:

(2 B3/Bp - BVB p2), B * B. (7.17)

V

and:

B > B. (7.18)
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A comparison between these relations and the measurement results will be given in
the following section.

7.4.2 Experimental_results_and_discussion
Magnetization loss results from measurements and theory are given in figures

7.14, 7.15 and 7.16 for background d.c. fields of 2.0, 0.8 and 0.0 T respectively.
The agreement between theory and experiment is remarkably good regarding the men-
tioned assumptions. The comparison with Pang's expressions is given in figure
7.17. His expressions are only valid for a constant j and therefore only appli-
cable in the cases of background d.c. fields.

= 2JOT

Fig. 7.14 Measured and calculated (-)
a.c. field losses of a multi-
filamentary wire (no 18)
versus the a.c. transport
current amplitude for vari-
ous applied a.c. field am-
plitudes with a background
field of 2.0 T.
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Fig. 7.15
Measured and calculated (—)
a.c. field losses of a mul-
tifilamentary wire (no 18)
versus the a.c. transport
current amplitude for vari-
ous applied a.c. field am*
plitudes with a background
field of 0.8 T.
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Fig. 7.16
Measured and calculated (—)
a.c. field losses of a multi-
filamentary wire (no 18)
versus the a.c. transport
current amplitude for vari-
ous applied a.c. field am-
plitudes without a background
field.
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Fig. 7.17 Measured a.c. field losses of a multifilamentary wire (no 18) without
an applied transport current versus the magnetic field amplitude com-
pared with the Pang relations (—) and the numerical calculations of
the previous section ( — ) .

7.5 Total losses of both a.c. current and the a.c. field
The loss amount necessary for efficiency calculations regarding the helium

boil-off can be obtained by summation of the magnetization and a.c. transport
current loss contributions. The total a.c. losses are given in figures 7.18, 7.19
and 7.20 for background d.c fields of 2.0, 0.8 and 0.0 T respectively.
It can be observed that the losses increase with both field amplitude and current
amplitude. So the decrease of the magnetization losses with increasing current is
overcompensated by the increase of the transport current losses. Assuming a fully
homogeneous current distribution over the wire cross-section Ogasawara [83] finds
for the total losses:

(7.19)

In our case a considerably larger loss increase with increasing current amplitude
is found possibly due to saturation effects which have not been regarded in re-
lation 7.19. For example when i = 0.5 the loss increase is already 30 % in the

i
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Fig. 7.18
Measured and calculated (—)
losses of both the a.c. f ie ld
and the a.c. transport current of
a multifilamentary wire (no 18)
versus the a.c. transport current
amplitude for various applied
a.c. f ie ld amplitudes with a
background f ie ld of 2.0 T.

Fig. 7.19
Measured and calculated (—)
losses of both the a.c. field and
the a.c. transport current of a
multifilamentary wire (no 13)
versus the a.c. transport current
amplitude for various applied
a.c. field amplitudes with *
background field of 0.8 T.
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Fig. 7.20

Measured and calculated (—)

losses of both the a.c. field and

the a.c. transport current of a

multifilamentary wire (no 18)

versus the a.c. transport current

amplitude for various applied

a.c. field amplitudes without a

background field.
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2.0 T case while expression 7.19 predicts an increase of such a value at i =1.

In conclusion it can be stated that for smaller filament diameters the a.c.

transport current losses will considerably exceed the magnetization losses. There-

fore reduction of the filament diameter to reduce the magnetization losses will

become less adventageous when self-field losses become dominant.

7.6 Conclusions

The measuring method to determine the a.c. transport current losses and the

magnetization losses separately caused by the combined action of current and field

described in this chapter provides satisfactory results. Especially the complex

compensation performance with respect to the various circuits are shown to be suc-

cessful for obtaining a good resolution.

The theory derived has been verified showing a good agreement with the experimen-

tal results.

A resulting feature is the description of the a.c. transport current losses by

means of only two parameters namely i and b. The resistive behaviour during a

field sweep is proved and the transition of the fully saturated state to the

V-

.J
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partially saturated state is shown.
Self-field stability improvement by applying an a.c. field has not yet been
clearly observed and more extensive investigations are required. Up to the limit
of the achievable field amplitudes no instability in the fully unsaturated case
is observed.
It has been mentioned that for the optimization of the wire design for a.c. pur-
poses, the a.c. transport current losses should be considered next to those of
the magnetization.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY, EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS

Previous chapters contain the experimental results and theoretical verifica-
tion on the subject of a.c. transport current losses in superconductors.

In this chapter the measurement arrangement, the theoretical approaches, the
impact on a.c. wire design and possible further research aims are evaluated.

Conclusions are limited within the scope of this work and more effort will be
necessary in order to cover the complete field of a.c. applications.

8.1 Measurement arrangement
Aspects of the equipment used to perform accurate measurements are the super-

conducting current-supply design, the potential-wire configuration, the compensa-
tion performance and methods both of phase-sensitive detection and digital Signal
processing as described in chapter 3.

The current is generated by means of a superconductive transformer. In most
cases a feedback system is not necessary in order to obtain the desired current
shape. The advantage of this transformer system is that high voltages and small
currents are applied at the entrance of the cryostate which reduces the stationary
helium evaporation. Moreover this system avoids an inconvenient ripple superimposed
on the current which would lead to a conflict with theory prescribing a continu-
ously varying current. The latter is guarenteed by the transformer system because
the voltage supplied to the primary coil is proportional to the current rate of
the secondary loop.

The potential wire configuration used has the advantage of excluding an
excessive flux pick-up. A contribution to the losses is avoided by the choice of
material for the potential wire being in favour of a highly ohmic one.

Although the intersected area between potential and test wires has been mini-
mized as much as possible, compensation is performed close to the source of the
inductive voltage. The extra loop in the potential wire has been shown to be very
successful.

For the detection of the loss voltages both the phase-sensitive detector as
well as computer recordings are shown to be usable. The first method was shown to
be helpful during the d.c. field-sweep experiments providing a continuous loss
graph (chapter 6). This resulted in the discovery of the dependence of the losses
on the sweep direction of both the longitudinal and the transverse d.c. fields.
The latter dependence was not observed by Asdente using tixea values of the
d.c. field [203. Analogous equipment is preferable for continuous sweep experiments.
Many experiments at fixed values have been performed in order to obtain i
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information on the recorded signal after an averaging procedure. An example where
the signal waveform is of importance is the determination of the dependence of the
critical current density on the local magnetic induction (chapter 4). Moreover the
computer proved to be serviceable during the a.c. transport current loss measure-
ments in applied a.c. fields. Four signals can be recorded simultaneously.

In conclusion it can be stated that the measurement methods which have been
developed during the investigations in connection with this thesis possess features
which make them an attractive proposition for future research on material proper-
ties such as the dependence of the critical current density on the magnetic
induction and the conductivity of the matrix and outer layer materials, all of
which are important for the losses under a.c. circumstances.

8.2. Theory
In order to give an appropriate description of the losses the dependence of j

on B is in nearly all cases essential. The Kim model as a phenomenological first
approximation provides satisfactory calculated results. However, it is not
possible to use the same Kim relation for the whole range of B values. This means
that the Kim relation can only be used as an interpolation formula in limited
ranges of applied fields.

Furthermore the coupling of filaments with the self-field plays an important
role. A multifilamentary wire behaves like a solid superconductor whose proper-
ties depend on nj and the radius of the wire. The filament diameter has no in-
fluence on the loss behaviour except when irregularities of the outer filament
layer are present.

The normal material contribution to the losses can be obtained by elaborating
Maxwell's equations. In most of the practical cases this contribution can be
approached quite well by assuming that the superconducting behaviour is dominant.
It has been demonstrated that the normal material contribution to the losses
becomes considerable for a highly conductive outer layer and for a relatively
small twist pitch. A proposed wire concept, in which the normal material is situ-
ated in a region where the field rates are low or even zero, proved to be a satis-
factory alternative with relatively low a.c. transport current losses and a good
stability as well (chapters 4 and 5).

The application of d.c. fields made it possible to vary the critical current
density. An artificial increase of j can be established by applying a longitudi-
nal field. Using transverse d.c. fields j is reduced with increasing field. Due
to the dependence of j on B and the finite dimension of the filaments a minimum in ;
the losses versus the transverse d.c. field occurs as can be shown after model —"'
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calculations (chapter 6). A dependence of the loss level on the sweep direction
of the d.c. field has been explained by considering the magnetization currents
caused by the d.c. field.

The transport current distribution when both an a.c. current and an a.c.
field are applied, proves to be describable after assuming an resistive behaviour
during a field sweep (chapter 7). This distribution is fully unsaturated for a
given set of reduced current and field values. These parameters are the only
quantities necessary to describe the a.c. transport current losses. The increase
of the total losses is much larger than indicated by present literature due to
the occurance of saturation. Especially the factor (1+ i i2) was shown to be in-
sufficient.

In conclusion the theoretical approaches presented are promising for dealing
with more-complex wire configurations.

8.3 Impact on a.c. wire design
Some specific results have a direct impact on a.c. wire design. Firstly

it is clearly demonstrated that the location of the normal material should be
chosen outside the regions where large field rates occur, for example by placing
the normal material inside the superconductor. Secondly the issue of the current
distribution over the filaments has been extensively investigated and described.
The corresponding loss and stability behaviour should be improved by redistribu-
tion of the current. This can be achieved by transposition of insulated wires in
a cable.

A design to reduce the losses is the application of a longitudinal d.c. field.
Although further investigations are necessary this proposition looks very
promising.

The filament diameter reduction as an attempt to reduce the losses in applied
a.c. fields is limited when a.c. transport currents play a role.

8.4 Suggestions for further investigations
The present achievement in a.c. loss research as previously illustrated in

figure 2.5 is not complete. There are more ways of exposing the superconducting
wire to field and current. Pang discussed the case of rotating fields in electric
generators [61] and Ten Kate C273 mentioned the fact that fields oscillating over
an angle occur in the transformer of a superconducting rectifier (fig. 8.1).
Especially the latter case requires more extensive attention.

A consequence of transposed wire configurations is that the self-field of the
cable generates a field which is not homogeneous. This can result in an increase J
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Fig. 8.1 A wire carrying an a.c. transport current exposed to an oscillating
transverse field over an angle.

of the current shared by the matrix which will lead to higher losses. The trans-
posed cable should be the subject of study in the near future.

A logical extension of the investigations of this thesis is the loss measure-
ment of a multifilamentary wire with a highly conductive matrix exposed to the
combination of an a.c. field and an a.c. transport current which is possible with
the existing arrangement.

Finally the issue of the Longitudinal-Field Effect although not at present an
item of interest, can be investigated using the method described in this thesis.
This can lead to a better understanding of the increase of the critical current
density.

t
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Dit proefschrift behandelt de verliezen in wisselstroomvoerende supergelei-
ders. Deze verliezen zijn hinderlijk omdat gewerkt wordt op een lage tempera-
tuur (vloeibaar helium: 4.2 K) waarbij warmteontwikkeiing een extra belasting
vormt voor de koel inrichting. Daarbij komt dat door de optredende opwarming van
de supergeleider het vermogen om grote stromen te voeren afneemt. Voordat dit
onderzoek naar wisselstroomverliezen werd begonnen, beperkte men zich vooral
tot het bepalen van de verliezen veroorzaakt door een uitwendig aangelegd
magnetisch wisselveld omdat deze veelal overheersten. Het een terugbrenging van
deze verliesbijdrage neemt het belang van dit onderzoek toe. Daarnaast geeft
de met wisselstroom gepaard gaande stroomverdel ing binnen de vaak ingewikkelde
geleiders, waarin zowel supergeleidend als normaal geleidend materiaal voorkomt,
uitsluitsel over de stabiliteit van de geleider.

Kennis van de stroomverdeling als functie van de tijd is nodig voor de be-
rekening van de verliezen. Deze verdeling wordt gevonden met behulp van de
Maxwell vergelijkingen. In de constituerende vergelijkingen speelt het fenomeen
kritieke stroomdichtheid een belangrijke rol. De geteste geleiders bestaan uit
niobium-titaan en niobium-zirkoon type II supergeleiders. De normaal geleidende
materialen bestaan uit koper of aluminium met een kleine soortelijke elektri-
sche weerstand en kopernikkel of aluminiumlegeringen met een relatief grote 1
soortelijke weerstand. Oe geleiders bestaan uit enkelvoudige supergeleiders al \
of niet met een koper- of kopernikkellaag voorzien en uit supergeleidende fila-
menten die zich in een matrix van normaal materiaal bevinden.

In de toegepaste meetopstelling wordt gebruik gemaakt van een supergeleidende
transformator. Voordelen van deze opzet zijn dat relatief kleine stromen de
cryostaat binnengevoerd worden wat de heliumverdamping beperkt en dat ruis,
veroorzaakt door de stroombron, grotendeels vermeden wordt. Voor de verliesbe-
paling wordt de spanning gemeten over een gedeelte van de testgeieider. Vanwege
een fluxverandering tussen de spannings- en testdraad treedt een relatief grote
inductieve component op. Door deze component te compenseren wordt de gevoelig-
heid aanmerkelijk opgevoerd. Zowel fasegevoelige detectie als het registreren
van de signalen in digitale vorm met behulp van een computer blijken toepasbaar
te zijn.

Bij de verliesmetingen aan geleiders zonder aangelegd magneetveld komt naar
voren dat voor een beschrijving van het verliesgedrag rekening moet worden
gehouden met de afhankelijkheid van de kritieke stroomdichtheid ten opzichte
van de locale magnetische inductie. Een meetmethode om deze afhankelijkheid te
bepalen is ontwikkeld omdat bestaande methoden in het gebied dat van belang is
(B < 0,2 T) niet toepasbaar zijn. Verder is aangetoond dat een laag normaal |
materiaal aangebracht op de supergeleider ter verbetering van de stabiliteit,
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aanleiding geeft tot een aanzienlijke verliesbijdrage. Een voorgesteld alter-
natief draadontwerp, waarbij het normale materiaal als kern binnen een super-
geleidende buis is aangebracht, blijkt goede stabiliteitseigenschappen te
hebben terwijl door de normale kern geen verliesbijdrage wordt geleverd. Multi-
filament draad is, wat de verliezen betreft, op te vatten als een massieve
enkelvoudige geleider met een effektieve kritieke stroomdichtheid.

Voor de haalbare stroomampiitude is aangetoond dat deze voor lage fre-
quenties hoofdzakelijk wordt bepaald door instabiliteiten, terwijl voor hoge
frequenties opwarmingseffekten bepalend zijn.

Wanneer de geleider zich in een loodrecht, constant magneetveld bevindt,
nemen de verliezen toe met toenemend veld vanwege een afnemende kritieke stroom-
dichtheid. Een afwijking is het optreden van een minimum in de verliezen bij
velden kleiner dan 0,2 T. Onder andere is gebleken dat de veldwaarde waar dit
minimum optreedt afhankelijk is van de grootte van de filamentdiameter. Ook
wordt gemeten dat de verliezen bepaald worden door de wijze van instelling van
het veld, hetgeen veroorzaakt blijkt te worden door de magnetisatie van de
filamenten. In het geval van longitudinale velden is waargenomen dat de verlie-
zen afnemen met toenemend veld.

Voor het meten van de transportstroomverliezen in een loodrecht wissel veld
is een opstelling gebouwd welke toelaat dat het veld en de stroom onafhankelijk
van elkaar kunnen worden ingesteld. De veidspoel bestaat uit twee coaxiale
solenoïden; in het veld dat gegenereerd wordt tussen beide spoelen bevindt zich
de testgeieider. Deze spoelenconfiguratie levert een relatief lage zeifinductie
en een homogeen veld op. Voor de verliesbeschrijving is een model gebruikt dat
uitgaat van een gemiddelde stroomdichtheid en een gemiddeld elektrisch veld over
één filament en het omringende matrixmateriaai. Hierbij valt OD dat er sprake
is vaneen quasi-resistief gedrag wanneer een veldverandering aanwezig is en
tevens de gemiddelde stroomdichtheid de effektieve kritieke stroomdichtheid
niet overschrijdt. De verliezen zijn aanzienlijk hoger wanneer zo'n overschrij-
ding plaatsvindt.

De in het kader van dit proefschrift ontwikkelde meetmethoden bezitten vol-
doende gevoeligheid en nauwkeurigheid om de modellen voor het beschrijven van
de wisselstroomveriiezen te toetsen. Eén van de conclusies luidt dat een ver-
gaande reductie van de filamentdiameter om de magnetisatieverliezen terug te
brengen leidt tot een grotere wisselstroomverliesbijdrage dan werd aangenomen.

.J



STELLINGEN.
behorend bij het proefschrift "A.c. losses in current-carrying
superconductors" door Hans de Reuver.

1. Ver1iesmetingen aan stroomvoerende supergeleiders in een achter-
grondveld kunnen nuttig zijn bij het verifiëren van modellen
over de stroomverdeling in de geleiders van o.a. dipoolspoelen
en de gevolgen daarvan op de homogeniteit van het magneetveld.

2. Bij onderzoek naar het gebruik van supergeleiders voor wissel-
stroomtoepassingen dient, geiet op het streven naar innovatie,
niet het rendement maar de prestatie in eerste instantie onder-
zoeksdoel te zijn.

3. In acht genomen een initiatief van Amerikaanse onderzoekers op
het gebied van supergeleiding verdient het aandacht om tot een
nauwere samenwerking in Europees verband te komen.
Cryogenics 24 (1984) 378.

4. De spreiding in de parameters van een supergeleidende draad als
gevolg van het produktieproces kan een zinvolle standaardisatie
bij verliesmeetmethoden bemoeilijken.

b. De bewering van Matsushita et al. dat de effektieve dikte van
de Bean-Livingston oppervlaktebarrière voor fluxpenetratie van
de orde van de koherentielengte is, is aanvechtbaar.
J. Appl. Phys. 54 (1983) 6526.



6. Singulariteiten van een koördinatensysteem die leiden tot niet
triviale problemen bij de diskretisatie van partiële differentiaal-
vergelijkingen zijn volgens de fixpuntstelling van Brouwer voor
sommige oppervlakken onvermijdelijk.

Bijvoorbeeld W. Rinow, Lehrbuch der Topologie.

7. Een geboortestimulerend beleid in Nederland is vooralsnog ongewenst.

8. Het bestaan van eurocheques en betaalkaarten waarbij de verant-
woordelijkheid bij verlies of diefstal noch ligt bij de recht-
hebbende noch bij de acceptant is een kriminogene faktor in de
samenleving.

9. Het verdient aanbeveling voor de ontwikkeling van de openings-
theorie bij het schaakspel, de beoordeling van een variant
niet alleen door beroepsspelers te laten verrichten maar ook
door computers.

10. In het kader van het streven naar Europese eenheid dienen de

overheden bij een stimuleringsbeleid van het toerisme te voorkomen
dat een vakantie wordt doorgebracht in eigen land.
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